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MICROSTRUCTURE OF WHITE ETCHING LAYER OF IN-FIELD LOADED
RAILWAY STEEL
Professor Dr. Eng. Roumen H. Petrov2,1, Eng. Jun Wu1 MSc, Professor Dr. Jilt Sietsma1,2
Department of Electrical Energy, Metals, Mechanical Constructions & Systems (EEMMeCS)– Ghent University, Belgium 1
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Delft University of Technology, Delft, the Netherlands 2
roumen.petrov@ugent.be
Abstract: Structural changes on the surface of R260Mn grade rails, developed during wheel/rail contact were investigated by optical microscopy, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) in scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) The microstructures of the heavily deformed surface layer known as white etching layer (WEL) and
the deformed under layer were characterized in different length scales. Ferrite grain fragmentations and grain alignment in normal direction, (perpendicular to traffic direction) are characterized by all applied methods. Substructures, having misorientations lower than 5°, are
identified by analysing the local misorientation maps (kernel average misorientation (KAM)). Retained austenite was detected in the WEL by
XRD, EBSD and TKD. Detection of retained austenite and ultrafine grain structure were considered as an indication for mixed mechanism
of formation of the WEL where both martensitic transformation and severe plastic deformation take place.
Keywords: RAILS, DAMAGE, WHITE ETCHING LAYER, MICROSTRUCTURE, TEXTURE

1. Introduction
The rolling contact fatigue (RCF) damage in rails is significantly affected by the loading conditions, imposed by the running trains.
The passing trains exert complicated and dynamic stresses on the
underneath rails and RCF cracks will occur at sites where suffer
maximum stresses, e.g. [1,2]. The RCF damage initiation and propagation are, meanwhile, determined by the microstructures in the
rail steel, and the corresponding mechanical properties [3–7]. It is
specifically pointed out that microstructure study is essential in
understanding the root of and the subsequent resistance to RCF
crack developments in the rail steels [8,9]. RCF, results in macroscopic head checks and squats, foreboding failure. In the initial stage
of damage evolution due to RCF, microstructural changes are often
found to occur in the surface layer of the rails, resulting in a socalled White Etching Layer (WEL) or a variant, a Brown Etching
Layer (BEL). The same phenomenon, often indicated as white
etching areas, is recognised to occur and play a significant role in
RCF in other geometries, like ball bearings [10]. A subsequent stage
of RCF, microscopic damage initiation and initial growth, occurs to
a substantial extent (although not exclusively) in connection with
the WEL or BEL. Different authors associate formation of white
etching layer with formation of ultrafine grains via severe plastic
deformation [11] or via phase transformation due to local increase
in the rail temperature [12]. The goal of the current work is to contribute to a better understanding of the nature of the white etching
layer (WEL) and the formation mechanism. It is believed that this
will help to develop new steel grades with better resistant to RCF
and hence with prolonged time between maintenances.

Fig. 1: a) An overview of rail surface after careful grinding and subsequent
etching with 2 % Nital; (b) the enlarged view of the downright light block;
(c) A representative micrograph in the main light block in (b); (d) optical
micrograph of a cross-sectional specimen, cut cross one of the WEL blocks
in (a). Black rectangles with number 1,2 and 3 in the upper left corner show
the approximate place and size from where the samples for TKD and APT
are taken.

An enlarged view of a light color block, within the downright
loop in Fig. 1(a), is shown in Fig. 1(b). It can be seen that the light
color blocks are not continuous and there are smaller, separated
light blocks beside the major big one. These tiny light blocks are
difficult to see in Fig. 1(a), due to the limited resolution of naked
human eyes. Fig. 1(c) is a further magnified view of the main big
light block in Fig. 1(b). Again, the structure in the main big light
zone is inhomogeneous and consists of light and grey areas. The
light blocks are measured to be ~ 820 HV and are much harder than
the grey area, which has a hardness close to the pearlite matrix in
[18]. The black portions in Fig. 1 (c) are probably unremoved oxide
layers. Finally, Fig. 1(d) is an optical micrograph of a crosssectional specimen, cut cross one of the WEL blocks, after being
revealed by 2% Nital. WEL with classic morphology and the beneath pearlite are readily recognized.

2. Experimental
The studied WELs were taken from an R260Mn grade rail
track, which was originally implemented in a straight track site
between Meppel and Steenweg between 1989 – 2007 in the Netherlands. The corroded and oxidized products in the rail surface, due to
unprotected lab storage in the air after removal, was carefully
ground away by using Struers #2000 grinding papers. The freshly
revealed steel surface was subsequently etched by 2 % Nital, showing areas with noticeably different colors, e.g. in Fig. 1(a). Isolated
blocks of light color areas can be seen to locate close to the two
edges of the running band after etching. The surrounding areas were
etched to be gray and can be easily recognized by naked eyes. The
empty dashed white loops in the photo in Fig. 1(a) are for indication
of shapes and distributions of the light blocks. The notations of RD,
TD and ND refer to directions parallel with the traffic direction
(RD), transverse direction (TD) and direction perpendicular to the
rail surface (ND) respectively.

XRD scans were firstly done on the WEL zones in rail piece in
Fig. 1(a), after a subsequent polishing with 1 μm diamond suspension. The scans were done in a Bruker D8 X-ray diffractometer with
a parallel beam geometry and a cobalt source was used The scanning step size (2θ) was set to be 0.03º and 40°–90° 2θ angular range
was scanned with a speed of 2 s/step. For comparison, one sample,
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peaks are first indication for the possible formation of martensite
structures in WEL.

cut from the rail center, was scanned under the identical setting and
serves as a reference.
The cross-sectional WEL specimen in Fig. 1(d) was firstly characterized by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). The orientation data was collected under 20 kV, beam current 2.3nA, final
aperture size of 40 μm and a working distance of 16 mm. The data
was collected with EDAX-TSL OIM Data Collections v6.2 software, with a hexagonal scanning scan grid mode with a step size of
50 nm.

3.1. EBSD results
Fig. 3(a) shows a gray scale image quality (IQ) map of BCC
phase(s), from EBSD scan on the WEL specimen with a superimposed a color-coded inverse pole figure (IPF) of FCC phase (austenite). The WEL can be clearly differentiated from pearlite area, by
areas with lower IQ and appears darker, indicating higher dislocation density or finer grains in the WEL. The grains within the WEL
are heterogeneous both in size and morphology. The WEL close to
the rail surface, e.g. within the zone 2 in the empty dashed rectangle
in Fig. 3(a), show random morphology, while the subsurface WEL
has elongated grains, e.g. in zone 1 in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, individual WELs in the pearlite zone, identified by the low IQ, were
observed and were partly indicated by solid black arrows in Fig.
3(a). This shows that the WEL propagate inside the rail during the
loading and this seems to happen between the cementite lamellas in
pearlite.

Three TEM lamellae were subsequently extracted from the specimen for EBSD scans via lift-out method in an FIB-SEM, FEI
Nova 600 Nanolab DualBeam. In the subsequent sections, the three
TEM lamellae were named after their relative original positions in
the WEL see Fig. 1(c) black rectangles: (1) WEL-surface, ~ 3 μm
beneath the rail surface; (2) WEL-center, ~ 12 μm below the rail
surface and approximately in the center of the WEL; (3) WELinterface, in the WEL and is ~ 1 - 2 μm above the WEL/pearlite
boundary. TKD measurements on all the three lamellae were firstly
done in the same SEM instrument used for EBSD measurements in
this paper. The scans were done with a 5 mm working distance, 30
kV voltage and 12 nm step size. All the orientation data was analyzed by the OIM post processing software, version 7.30.
The same TEM lamellae were further characterized by a Jeol
JEM-2200FS FEG-TEM with a Cs corrector for the objective lens.
The experiments were done under 200 kV. A minimum objective
aperture size of 100 nm was used for forming the selected area
diffraction (SAD).
For compositional analysis, the sharp needles along WEL depth
were prepared from the same main WEL block and the same positions as the TEM samples. The measurements were done in a Cameca LEAP-4000x HR 3D atom probe microscopy.

Fig. 3: (a) The image quality map of WEL imposed with inverse
pole figure of austenite. Part of pearlite under the WEL was also
included for the mapping; (b) comparison of grain diameter of the
‘zone 1’ and ‘zone 2’ in (a) and also pearlite area.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRD results

Austenite was frequently identified in the WEL, as can be seen from
the superimposed IPF in Fig. 3(a). There is no clear trend of austenite distribution, relating to the WEL depth position, and they locate
both close to rail surface and close to the WEL/pearlite boundary.
The white lines delineate the boundaries with an axis/angle relation
of <112>/90°, representing the Kurdjmov-Sachs orientation relationship between ferrite and austenite.
Fig. 3(b) is the grain size plot, quantified from the zone 1 and zone
2 in Fig. 3(a). The grain size of pearlite area beneath the WEL is
included as well for comparison. Data pixels with confidence index
(CI) less than 0.1 were discarded for the quantifications, to ensure
reliable grains. The grain diameters in ‘zone 1’ varies between
110.0 nm and 4.1 µm, whereas in zone 2, the variations are 112.2
nm – 2.1 µm and in the underneath pearlite is 113.4 nm – 9.8 µm.
The average grain sizes of ‘zone 1’, ‘zone 2’ and pearlite are 323 ±
236 nm, 302 ± 314 nm and 798 ± 320 nm respectively.

Fig. 2: XRD spectra of the WEL zone at rail surface and the reference pearlitic specimen from the rail center

Fig. 4(a) shows the kernel average misorientation (KAM) map of
WEL in Fig. 3(a), using a threshold of 5 ° and the 1st neighbor. The
dark zones are due to apply a threshold of 5 ° and 4 pixels for grain
definition. The fraction of green and yellow, misorientation of 1 –
3°, in WEL indicate the deformation history in the rails. Such zones
are much less in the pearlite area in Fig. 4(a) and mainly locate at
the grain boundaries and the cementite/ferrite phase boundaries.
Fig. 4(b) is the plot of α-iron KAM, mapped from the whole WEL
and the pearlite underneath the WEL. The KAM plot of a reference
area, 500 μm beneath the rail surface and is deformation-free, is
added as a reference. It can be seen that the WEL has distinctly
higher KAM than the subsurface pearlite and reference pearlite, the
latter two areas have similar KAM distribution.

Fig. 2 shows the XRD spectra of scans from the surface WEL and
from the central part of reference specimen, which has a full pearlite
microstructure. The central reference specimen is identified to
consist of cementite and ferrite phase. A similar phases were recognized in the spectrum of surface WEL specimen, with additional
(200)austenite and (220)austenite peaks and “blurred” and weak cementite peaks. In addition, the (110)ferrite and (200)ferrite peaks in the
WEL are broader than that of reference sample and are slightly
asymmetric. This can be due to small grains or high dislocations
density of this zone. The unexpected peaks in the WEL specimen, ~
42 ° in Fig. 2, are from the unground oxide during the sample preparation. Observation of these features and especially the austenite
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Fig.6: (a) Plot of grain diameter vs area fraction of the characterized TEM foils; (b) Plot of KAM of the characterized TEM foils,
using 4th neighbor.

Fig.4: KAM map of the WEL specimen, using 5 ° and 1st neighbor
in (a); and KAM plot of ferrite in WEL and pearlite underneath the
WEL respectively (b).

The diffraction pattern form the yellow circle is shown in Fig.
7d and the indexing identifies a {1 1 2} type twinning well confirmed by simulated patterns. Due to the extremely high dislocation
density in the characterized TEM foil, quantifying the dislocations
density is impossible. Fig. 7(b) is a typical BF image of the WELcenter TEM foil (sample 2 Fig. 1d). In this specimen, the twinning
feature and high dislocations remain observed, while is less common as the one observed in the surface WEL.

3.2. TKD results
Fig. 5(a) – (c) show the TKD-IQ maps, superimposed with the
color-coded IPF of austenite, of the three TEM foils extracted in the
WEL. The martensite like morphology can be seen in the IQ map of
WEL-surface and WEL-center, Fig. 5(a) and (b). The grains in both
lamellae can be observed to be heterogeneous and grains in central
WEL appears to be finer than the surface one. The microstructure in
the interface WEL in Fig. 5(c) is different than those in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). Dark parallel rod-like particles, which fails to be indexed,
are observed in this TEM lamella. The white lines, with angle rotation of 90°<112>, are again to show the boundaries between austenite and BCC matrix. Among the three TEM foils, the central specimen shows the highest amount of retained austenite and are frequently observed at the recognized grain boundaries. Fig. 6(a)
shows the ferrite grain diameter distribution in the WEL-surface,
WEL-center, and WEL-interface respectively. Grain size in the
surface and interface WEL are comparable in the size range while
central WEL has the finest grain size range, below 800 nm. The
surface and the interface WELs have larger grain size, exceeding 1
µm. The average grain size of surface WEL, central WEL and
interface WEL are 640 ± 116 nm, 370 ± 119nm and 887 ± 146 nm
respectively. Fig. 6 (b) shows the KAM distribution of the three
TEM foils. The WEL-interface has the lowest KAM.

Fig.7: (a) The bright field image of WEL in the surface TEM foil.
The yellow circle is for forming the selected area diffraction pattern
in (d); (b) a representative BF micrograph of microstructure in the
central WEL and (c) BF image of WEL-interface TEM specimen;
(d) the SAD pattern of the area in the empty circle in (a) showing
typical twinning relation of twinned martensite.
Fig. 7(c) is an example of microstructure in the WEL- interface. In
this specimen, the twinning feature is not obvious while a lamellar
morphology is observed in the BF image in Fig. 7(c). The lamellae
appear to parallel with each other while also look fragmented. The
analysis of the SAD pattern taken in the empty yellow circle in Fig.
7(c) reveals the Bagaryatsky orientation relationship between cementite (θ) and ferrite (α) [13]:

Fig. 5: The IQ map
superimposed with the
IPF of austenite of (a)
surface WEL; (b) central WEL; (c) interface
WEL.

3.4. APT results
3.3. TEM results

Fig. 8(a) shows the atomic distribution of carbon, manganese
and silicon in an APT needle, extracted 3 μm beneath the WEL. A
particle enriched of carbon and manganese, while silicon-depleted,
is observed. The quantification of an area cross the particle is shown
in Fig. 8(b). The carbon concentration of the particle is 25 at%,
indicating no partial cementite dissolution in pearlite beneath the
WEL.

Fig. 7(a) is a representative bright field (BF) TEM image of the
WEL-surface specimen. The high dislocation density and the
twinning like features can be seen and are frequently observed
through the whole TEM foil.
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Fig. 8: (a) SEM image of the cross section of WEL. Each square
shows a place from where an APT sample is taken. The analyzed
samples are marked with yellow and shown in (b) samples from
zone 1, (c)-from zone 2 and (d )–from zone 3 marked in Fig. 1d. The
quantity of the chemical element is proportional to the intensity of
the color.
It is clear that all chemical elements are almost completely homogeneously distributed in the sample which is taken from the top
of the WEL. This is an indication that not only the cementite particles were fully dissolved but also the substitutional elements Mn
and Cr have diffused away from the cementite. This means that the
temperature probably in this zone was enough high which is in very
good agreement with the results reported by Takahashi et al[12] that
predict a temperature increase in the top layer of the rail up to 14001600°C depending on the traffic conditions.
The middle thickness of the WEL (Fig. 8c) and the transition
zone (Fig.8d) show very clear presence of undissolved cementite
with higher concentration of C, Mn and Cr then in the matrix.
4. Conclusions
Analysis of the above results shows that the formation of the
WEL in the rail steel can be associated with local increase of the
temperature in the rail surface to the levels where the diffusion of
carbon an d substitutional elements takes place. This temperature is
above the Ac1phase transformation temperature, and it is reached
with high speed followed by subsequent cooling. Such thermal
cycle causes martensitic transformation in the surface layer in condition of very heave compressive and shear stresses. The evidences
for the martensitic transformation that support this hypothesis were
found in the EBSD data (retained austenite cannot exist in pearlitic
steel if there was not phase transformation) and TEM data (diffraction patterns from twinned martensite).
Hence the hypothesis for formation of WEL layer should be associated more to the transformation of the surface layer than to
formation of the nano-structured ferrite as was claimed by Lojkowski et al [11]. Effective way to design railway steel with better
resistance against formation of WEL and hence better RCF resistance could be alloying design create structures resistant to fast
carbide dissolution.
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FORMATION OF STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF POWDERED IRON
ALUMINIDE Fe-14% Al AT VACUUM SINTERING AND HOT FORGING
M.Sc. Tolochina A.V., Dr.Sc., Prof. Bagliuk G.A., PhD. Tolochin A.I., PhD. Gripachevsky A.N.
Institute for Problems of Materials Science, National Academy of Science of Ukraine
gbag@rambler.ru
Abstract: The possibilities of Fe-Al intermetallic system production by vacuum sintering and impact consolidation of powder bodies, as
well as the influence of the regimes of the methods used on the structure and properties of iron aluminides were studied in the article.
Mixture of iron and aluminum powders were used for fabrication of iron aluminide Fe3Al. The powder samples were compacted and vacuum
sintered at temperatures of 1250, 1350, 1400 and 1450 ° C, and also using hot forging at a temperature of 1050 ° C and 1150 ° C. It is
shown, that the increase of density is observed only at a temperature of 1400 °C. At sintering temperature of 1450 °C the samples reach a
density of 6,35 g/cm3, which is 94% of the theoretical value. Only the use of hot forging makes it possible to obtain nonporous samples. It is
shown, that bending strength, fracture toughness and hardness increase with increase of sintering temperature, but higher values of this
parameters have the samples, produced with use of hot forging.
Key words: INTERMETALLICS, POWDER, IRON ALUMINIDES, SINTERING, HOT FORGING, STRENGTH.
A mixture of powders in a ratio of Fe + 14% Al (wt.) were
mixed in a tumbling mixer for 60 minutes in alcohol. Cylindrical
samples with a specific force of 600 MPa were extruded from the
obtained mixture of powders. The obtained samples for fabrication
of intermetallic compound were preliminarily synthesized by
sintering in a vacuum of 0,0133 Pa at a temperature of 1050 °C with
an isothermal holding time of 60 min. The rate of temperature rise
was 10 °C/min. Further, the powder samples were compacted by
free sintering at temperatures of 1250, 1350, 1400 and 1450 ° C,
and also using hot forging at a temperature of 1040 ° C and 1150 °
C with isothermal aging at a final temperature of 20 min.

1. Introduction
Intermetallides of Fe-Al system have a number of properties
attractive for industrial applications: low specific gravity, high
strength, chemical resistance, high corrosion resistance, high wear
resistance and heat resistance, and relatively low cost [1, 2].
However, limited ductility at low temperatures and a sharp drop in
strength above 600 ° C are the main drawbacks for their use as
structural materials.
The most common methods for the production of intermetallic
materials, including iron aluminides, are related to the methods of
foundry production: melting in induction furnaces, electrolytic
separation of intermetallic crystals from melts, electroslag melting
technology, method of smelting using Exo-Melt technology [3].
However, this process for the production of iron aluminides is
multi-stage and energy-intensive.
In addition, for the production of iron aluminide, great attention
is paid to the methods of powder metallurgy, which have a number
of advantages: the ability to manage the microstructure, improve
properties, and also the production of shaped products. Along with
this, these methods consume less material, and exclude the process
of further processing [4, 5].
In the production of iron aluminides by powder metallurgy
methods, special attention should be given to the synthesis of the
alloy from elementary Fe and Al powders, which in the correct
composition form the required intermetallic compound FeAl in
accordance with the phase diagram. One and progressive methods
for the production of aluminides is the process of self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS). Despite its great energy-saving
advantage, this method mainly leads to the production of an
intermetallic compound with a porous structure that requires further
pressure treatment. Such methods of consolidation of powders are
hot pressing, hot isostatic pressing (HIP), electric discharge
sintering (SPS, PAS, PPS) [6-8].
Nevertheless, the limited information on the application of
thermomechanical processes based on dynamic processing of
materials such as forging and stamping leads to the need for
complex studies in the development of new efficient technologies
for obtaining products from the Fe-Al alloy system.
The aim of this work was to study the possibility of production
the intermetallic system of the Fe-Al system by sintering and impact
consolidation of powder bodies, as well as the influence of the
regimes of the methods used on the structure and properties of iron
aluminides.

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. The initial powders of
aluminum (a), iron (b) and
powder mixture(c)

(c)
After carrying out the corresponding technological operations,
the density (by hydrostatic method) was studied on the obtained
samples; electrical resistivity (by measuring the voltage drop on the
test and reference samples); Vickers hardness with a load of 100 N
on the hardness tester 2137 TU; bending strength on samples
measuring 4×4×25 mm and distance between supports 20 mm;
fracture toughness on samples measuring 4×3×20 mm with a
distance between supports 10 mm; compression on samples
measuring 4×4×8 mm. A crack in the sample was injected by an
electric spark method with a wire 0,1 mm in diameter. Bending and
fracture toughness tests were carried out on a Ceramtest System
testing machine, and on compression on a UTM-100 machine. Xray phase analysis of samples was performed on a DRON-3
difractometer in Co-Kα radiation. The structure and the surface of
fracture of the obtained samples investigated by scanning electron
microscope JEOL Superprobe 733. A local X-ray spectral analysis
was performed on an X-ray microprobe MS-46 from SAMESA
(France).

2. Materials and experimental procedure
Iron powder with a particle size of 45-160 μm and an aluminum
powder with a particle size of 50-100 μm were used as the initial
powders for the production of iron aluminide Fe3Al (fig.1).
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possible to distinguish the fine boundaries between small grains,
and the thicker boundaries between large particles (subgrains) that
have been etched.
In the case of sintering of samples, a large residual porosity is
observed in the structure at low compaction temperatures, which
decreases substantially with increasing sintering temperature (fig.
5). Analysis of microstructures also shows that with increasing
temperature, the particles of the material under study become
coarsened, which is especially noticeable at a temperature of 1450
°C.

3. Results and discussion
During the heating of samples from a mixture of powders of Fe
+ 14 mass% Al at temperatures of 540-1040 ° C, intermetallic
compounds are formed. This synthesis is accompanied by an
increase in the linear dimensions of the sample and a decrease in the
density, as shown in fig. 2 and in table 1. The formation of pores
and cracks in sintering in the intermetallides of the Fe-Al system is
attributed to several reasons, including the Kirkendal effect, which
consists of different rates of mutual diffusion of the elements.

(a)
Fig. 2. The initial sample from a mixture of Fe + 14% Al (a)
and after vacuum sintering at temperatures of 650 (b)
and 1040 ° C (c) with isothermal holding for 60 minutes
Table 1
The change in density, linear dimensions and mass loss of Fe +
14% Al samples during sintering at different temperatures
Changes in ∅
TemperaDensity
Weight
and height of the
ture,
loss
sample during
°C
sintering
γ initial,
γsinter,
∆m,
∆d,
∆h,
g/cm3
g/cm3
%
%
%
540
5,71
5,67
0,076
0
-0,7
650
5,72
3,02
0,069
-17,5
-38,2
1040
5,73
3,18
0,06
-16,3
-33,3

(b)
Fig. 4. Structure of the intermetallic Fe-14Al after hot forging
at 1050 °C (a) and 1150 °C (b)

After repeated cold compaction of porous synthesized samples
to a higher initial density component of 5,2-5,3 g/cm3, conducted
further consolidation intermetallic obtained by vacuum sintering at
higher temperatures and hot forging. In the case of sintering of
samples from the synthesized powder of the intermetallic
compound, an increase in the density is observed only at a
temperature of 1400 °C from 5,3 to 5,7 g/cm3 (fig. 3). At sintering
temperature of 1450 °C, the samples reach a density of 6,35 g/cm3,
which is 94% of the theoretical value for the Fe3Al intermetallide
(6,72 g/cm3). The use of hot forging to compact the synthesized
powder makes it possible to obtain nonporous samples at a
temperature of 1050 °C, where the density is 6.7 g/cm3.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.5. Structure of samples after sintering at temperatures:
a – 1250, b – 1400, c – 1450 °С

Fig. 3. Density of the intermetallic compound after sintering
and hot forging at different temperatures
Poreless samples forged structure is illustrated in fig. 4. The
structure of the intermetallic compound composed of large particles
which consist of smaller grains. On forged structures, it is also

In addition, it is necessary to note the presence of an additional
phase in the structure of the sintered intermetallic compound, which
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is observed in the material at all sintering temperatures. But at a
temperature of 1450 °C these inclusions acquire the largest size.
According to the local X-ray spectral analysis, these inclusions are
the Fe2,9Al1,1C0,7 phase (table 2).

material under study, the resistivity decreases with an increase of
the compaction temperature from 235 μΩ·cm at 1250 °C to 122
μΩ·cm at 1450 °C (fig.7,a). In this case, the reason for the decrease
in the specific resistivity can be both improvement of the contact
formation between the particles and a decrease in the porosity
during sintering. The specific electrical resistivity of the stamped
samples corresponds to a value of 122-125 μΩ·cm. If we compare
the results obtained with the data of other authors, then it should be
noted that the resistivity of the Fe3Al intermetallide obtained by
remelting can be from 100 μΩ·cm for a D03 type structure up to 130
μΩ·cm for a B2 type structure [10]. Taking into account that the
obtained intermetallic compound belongs to the region of α–Fe +
Fe3Al and consists of lattices with different types of ordering – A2
and B2, the obtained level of specific electrical resistance agrees
with the known results of other authors. In addition, it is necessary
to pay attention to the etched boundaries between the particles of
the forged samples, which can also affect the ability of the electric
signal transmission between the structure elements.
The quality of the boundaries in the case of powder bodies can
have a significant effect on the strength of such materials. The
bending test of intermetallic samples obtained by sintering and hot
forging had shown that the sintered samples show low strength (less
than 400 MPa) at low sintering temperatures (fig. 7,b). Only at
sintering temperature of 1450 °C samples reach 950-980 MPa of
bend strength. The reason for the sharp increase in the strength of
the composite sintered at 1450 °C is, in our opinion, an increase in
the density of the composite and a change in the quality of the
boundaries in the material. The porous samples obtained by forging
at 1050 °C showed a strength of 890 MPa, and the increase in the
consolidation temperature of powders to 1150 °C, the strength rises
to 1060 MPa, which is most likely due to the improvement of
interparticle interaction and, consequently, the quality of the
boundaries. Another strength parameter that characterizes the ability
of a structure to resist crack propagation is fracture toughness. As in
the case of strength, the fracture toughness shows a small growth
with an increase in the sintering temperature of the intermetallic
compound from 7 MPa·m1/2 at 1250 °C to 11.5 MPa·m1/2 at 1400
°C (fig. 7,c). And when the sintering temperature increases to 1450
°C, the crack resistance reaches values of 24,6 MPa·m1/2. For forged
samples, we also observe a similar change in the crack resistance at
a strength of 1050 °C; crack resistance is 20,9 MPa·m1/2, and at
1150 °C, 25,1 MPa·m1/2. The least quality of boundaries affects the
hardness characteristics of the material. But tests have shown that
the hardness with temperature change and the compaction method
changes in the same way as the two previous mechanical
characteristics. When sintering the intermetallic compound in the
temperature range 1250-1400 °C, the hardness of the material
changes from 780 to 945 MPa, and when the temperature reaches
1450 °C, the hardness increases to 1845 MPa (fig. 7,d). Samples
that forged at 1050 ° C show the hardness of 2100 MPa, which
increases to 2270 MPa with increasing forging temperature to 1150
°C. Comparison of the hardness of the sintered and forged
Fe76.4Al23.6 intermetallic with the data of other researchers shows
their similarity. For example, it is known from [11] that the solid
solution of aluminum in iron Fe84Al16 has a hardness of 1940 MPa,
and the intermetallide with ordering of the structure as D03 Fe75Al25
is 2350 MPa.
Separately, we consider strength tests for compression and
tension. The compression tests, as well as the investigation of the
previous characteristics of the obtained material, were carried out
for all samples. Tensile tests were carried out only on samples
sintered at 1450 °C and forged specimens, since the samples, which
were sintered at low temperatures, had low strength and it was
difficult to prepare samples with necks 3-4 mm in diameter for this
type of test.
The compressive loading of sintered samples showed that the
strength of the intermetallic compound increased insignificantly
from 470 to 605 MPa with increasing sintering temperature from
1250 to 1400 °C (fig. 8,a), and when the compaction temperature
reaches 1450 °C, the strength rises to 855 MPa, which corresponds
to the trend of variation and previous characteristics in the

Table 2
Local x-ray spectral analysis of samples of sintered and forged
samples at temperatures of 1450 and 1050 °C, respectively
Fabrication
Temperature,
Element
%
%
mode
°С
(mass.),
(at.)
Hot
1050
Matrix
Al
13,0
23,6
forging
Fe
87,0
76,4
Matrix
Al
13,0
23,7
Sintering
1450
Fe
87,0
76,3
Inclusions
Al
12,2
20,0
Fe
84,3
66,9
С
3,5
13,1
The formation of the carbide phase due to the presence of a
small amount of carbon in the original iron powder. Chemical
analysis for carbon and oxygen of the initial iron, aluminum
powders and their mixtures is presented in table 3.
Table 3
Chemical analysis of powders and mixtures of Fe-14Al before
and after synthesis
Sintering at
Element
Al
Fe
Initial mixture
1050 °С
О2
0,2
0,4
0,5
0,2
С
–
0,08
0,07
0,07
As can be seen from table 3, about 13 wt.% Al is included in the
composition of the synthesized intermetallic compound, which
means that the obtained material is in the region of α-Fe + Fe3Al
according to the binary phase diagram of the Fe–Al system. [9]
The X-ray diffraction analysis of Fe–14Al intermetallide
showed (fig. 6) that the material in addition to the Fe3Al phase
contains traces of the carbide phase Fe3AlC0,69. The intermetallic
phase of Fe3Al was identified by the interplanar distance [220] of –
2.04 Å, and also by the reflex [200], which indicates that the
intermetallic structure is ordered in type B2.

Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction pattern of sample from a powder mixture
Fe+14%Al after termal synthesis and foging at a temperature of
1050 °C
To produce a powder intermetallide with high strength
characteristics, in addition to providing a low porosity, it is also
necessary to create qualitative boundaries between particles,
especially when powder consolidation occurs at low temperatures
compared to conventional casting and remelting technologies,
where the condensation temperature of the Fe3Al intermetallic
compound exceeds 1530 °C. The state of the boundaries, or the
degree of interparticle interaction can be indirectly estimated from
the characteristic of the resistivity. In the case of sintering the
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preparation of the intermetallic sintering. Forged specimens showed
higher strength values than the sintered samples, which was 990
MPa for consolidated samples at 1050 °C and 1060 MPa for
samples compacted at 1150 °C. Yield strength for deformation of
0.2%, sintered and forged intermetallic samples repeats the nature
of the change in compressive strength and is shown in fig. 8,b. It
should be noted here that the yield strength of the specimens
stamped at different temperatures is almost the same. In the case of
sintering, the yield stress is also observed, regardless of the
compaction temperature, despite the low compressive strength. The
yield strength of samples of sintered at 1400 °C and 1450 °C differs
by almost two times – 315 and 595, respectively.
(a)

(a)
(b)
Fig. 8. Compressive strength (a) and yield strength (b) of
Fe-14Al intermetallic compound
Analysis of the fracture surfaces of sintered and forged samples
after the tensile test shows that in the specimens stamped at 1050 °C
the main fracture crack passes mainly along the boundary between
the particles (fig. 9,a). Only in some places there are elements of the
cleavage of the particle. Those. in this case, the strength of the
intermetallic compound is determined by the strength and quality of
the boundaries between the particles. Fig. 4,a shows the boundaries
between particles that have been etched and the grain boundaries
inside the particle that have not been etched, which can indicate the
presence of impurities at the particle boundaries, which reduce the
quality of contact and adhesion strength between the particles.
With an increase in the temperature of forging of the
intermetallic compound to 1150 °C, changes occur also in the case
of material failure. In fig. 9,b, a predominantly intercrystalline
fracture is observed, but with a significantly larger proportion of the
trans-crystalline component at the fracture surface, in comparison
with the previous case. Those. improves the adhesion between
particles and the crack extends not only along the boundary between
the particles, but also breaks up large particles. In the case of the
destruction of the intermetallic sintered at 1450 °C (fig. 9,c), a
transcrystalline fracture is observed, i.e. these patterns are
characterized by a crooked (brook) nature of destruction. Only in
some places on the surface of the destruction of such samples, the
boundaries between the particles are noticeable. This is explained
by the fact that at 1450 °C significant changes occur in the structure
of the material due to the enlargement of the particles and the
recrystallization of a large number of boundaries in this case.

(b)

(c)

Conclusions
1. Vacuum sintering of Fe-14% Al powdered samples allows to
get noticeable increase in density only from temperatures of no less
than 1400 °C. After sintering at temperature of 1450 °C the
samples reach a density of 6,35 g/cm3, which is 94 % of the
theoretical value. Fully dense compacts (6.7 g/cm3) had been obtain
with use of porous performs hot forging from a temperature of
1050÷1150 °C.
2. With increase of sintering temperature from 1250 °C to 1450
°C, electrical resistivity of intermetallic compound decreases from
235 μΩ·cm to 122 μΩ·cm, that is stipulated by intensification of

(d)
Fig. 7. Dependence of the electrical resistivity, bending strength,
fracture toughness and Vickers hardness on the method and
temperature of compaction
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interparticle interaction, improvement of state of the boundaries and
decrease of samples porosity. Meanwhile the particles of the
material become coarsened, which is especially noticeable at a
temperature of 1450 °C. The specific electrical resistivity of hot
forged samples is 122-125 μΩ·cm.
3. Bending strength, fracture toughness and hardness
increase with increase of sintering temperature, but higher values of
this parameters have the samples, produced with use of hot forging.
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Abstract. This paper reports on the results of corrosion tests, using alternative methods, of Grade 4 CP Ti samples with coarse-grained
(annealed) and ultrafine-grained structures after severe plastic deformation processing. The effect of microstructure on the corrosion of the
material under study is demonstrated. It is revealed that the material with a UFG structure has a higher corrosion resistance, as compared to
the samples with a CG structure.
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There are known works on the fabrication of semi-products
from CP Ti for medical applications, having a UFG structure,
processed by SPD [7-9] followed by deposition of coatings from
titanium nitride [7, 8] and diamond-like carbon with zirconium
[9].
At the current stage of research, an express evaluation has
been performed, of the corrosion properties of CP Ti, depending
on the structural state and the presence of a coating on the surface
of the investigated material in the coarse-grained (CG) and UFG
states.

1. Gravimetric corrosion test
Introduction
Owing to a great interest in the production of high-strength
implants for medical applications from commercially pure (CP)
titanium, one turns, more and more often, to the technologies based
on severe plastic deformation. These technologies enable producing
a high-strength state due to the the formation of an ultrafine-grained
(UFG) structure that contributes to a significant enhancement of
mechanical and functional properties [1, 2].
Promising is the use of high-strength long-length materials with
a UFG structure [3], in particular, from CP Ti [4] which can be used
for the production of medical implants that are, in particular, in
frictional contact in saline medium.
Relatively recently, studies focused on a comparative evaluation
of the corrosion resistance of materials with a coarse-grained and
UFG structure were initiated [5]. For instance, it was demonstrated
in [6] that in the investigated materials (low- and medium-carbon
steels), having a UFG structure after severe plastic deformation
(SPD) processing by equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP), an
increase in corrosion resistance is observed. It may be assumed that
a similar effect should be expected for CP Ti as well.

1.1. Material and research procedure
As the material for the study, CP Ti Grade 4 was used, with a
CG structure in the annealed condition, and with a UFG structure
in the SPD-processed condition. Fig. 1 shows the principle of the
SPD technique employed to process the material.
The SPD processing of the material was conducted at a
temperature of 400оС in 6 processing cycles, with rotation of the
billet by 90о around its axis after each cycle. Fig. 2 shows the
produced long-length samples from CP Ti Grade 4.

Fig. 1 Principle of the ECAP-Conform technique for the
fabrication of long-length semi-products

Fig. 2. CP Ti samples after SPD processing

After SPD processing, specimens with a length of 25 mm were
cut out from the produced rods, for the deposition of ion-plasma
coating and surface treatment by microarc oxidation. One specimen
was left uncoated. In a similar manner, specimens were prepared
from the annealed samples having a CG structure.
Corrosion tests were performed by immersion in 3.5% sodium
chloride aqueous saline solution. Fig. 3 shows the diagram of the
unit used to perform the corrosion tests.
The immersion tests were carried out in a waterproof thermostat
during 28 hours at a temperature of 40±0.2оС.

Fig. 3. Principle of the immersion tests
Metallographic studies were performed, using optical and
transmission microscopes.
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As a result of metallographic studies, it has been established
that in the initial state the microstructure of CP Ti represents an
equiaxed structure with a mean grain size of 30 µm. The
deformation processing by ECAP leads to an efficient grain
structure refinement, with the mean grain size equal to 0.2 µm.
As was already noted above, before conducting the corrosion
tests, an ion-plasma coating of TiC composition was deposited on
the surface of some specimens, and some specimens were
processed by microarc oxidation. As a result of the processing by
microarc oxidation of specimens with different microstructures, an
oxide film of TiO composition was formed on the surface of CP
Ti. When studying the film formed through the use of either
technology, it was established that its thickness was 3±0.3 µm.
The results of corrosion tests are given in Table 1.

1.2. Research results
Given below are the results of the metallographic studies. Fig. 4
shows an example of microstructure transformation as a result of
SPD processing.

Fig. 4. Transformation of the material's microstructure as a result of
SPD processing: a) coarse-grained structure of the material in the
initial state; b) ultrafine-grained structure of the material after SPD
processing

Table 1. Results of corrosion tests
Specimens

Coarse-grained structure (CG)

Ultrafine-grained structure (UFG)

Uncoated

Ion-plasma
coating

Microarc
oxidation

Uncoated

Ion-plasma
coating

Microarc
oxidation

Initial mass

9.003

8.960

8.436

9.185

9.133

8.787

28 hours

8.993

8.958

8.435

9.182

9.132

8.786

Mass loss, %

0.11104%

0.02232%

0.01185%

0.03266%

0.01095%

0.01138%

Mass, g

For the sake of visualization, the results of the corrosion tests
are presented in the form of a bar chart in Fig. 5.

As can be seen from this graph the specimens with a CG
structure (curve 1) exhibit a much higher corrosion rate, as
compared to the specimens with a UFG structure (curve 2) in the
accepted time interval. The variation of mass loss for the CG
material in the selected time range has a practically linear character.
In contrast, for the specimens with a UFG structure there is observed
an area with a small slope of the curve, which indicates a decrease in
the corrosion rate. In addition, it is noted that for the specimens with
a CG structure, the start of the corrosion process is recorded after
the first hour of testing, whereas for the specimens with a UFG
structure, the first signs of the starting mass loss are observed only
after five hours of testing.
Presumably on the material with UFG structure in connection
with more advanced and extended total grain boundary these layers
form a dense, almost impermeable barrier, due to which corrosion is
strongly inhibited or completely stopped. Passivation is carried out
chemically or electrochemically. In the latter case, conditions are
created when metal ions under the influence of current pass into a
solution containing ions, the ability to form very slightly soluble
compounds. This assumption requires further study of the corrosion
behavior of commercially pure titanium with different
microstructure in an aqueous solution of sodium chloride using
electrochemical methods with the formation of anodic and cathodic
curves.
These observations require more detailed investigations to study
the mechanism of corrosion damage of CP Ti with different
microstructures.

Fig. 5. The results of comparative corrosion tests: CG denotes the
coarse-grained material after annealing; UFG denotes the
ultrafine-grained material after SPD processing
As can be seen from the preliminary results of the corrosion
tests (Fig. 6), the type of the applied coating (ion-plasma
deposition and microarc oxidation) has practically no effect on the
extent of corrosion damage. The differences between them fall
within the statistical error. This may indicate a rather high
protective capability of both coating types. At the same time, it is
noted that the uncoated material after SPD processing in the UFG
state has a considerably lesser degree of corrosion damage, as
compared with the initial (annealed) state with a coarse-grained
structure. The corrosion rate of the uncoated specimens from CP
Ti Grade 4 in two structural states was evaluated. Fig. 6 shows the
variation of mass loss depending on the time that the specimens
were held in the 3.5% NaCl saline solution.

2. Electrochemical corrosion tests
Introduction
The high corrosion resistance of CP Ti is conditioned by its selfpassivation. In a weak-acid medium, the corrosion of non-passivated
Ti is the result of two coupled reactions: the anodic reaction Ti—2е
= Ti2+ and the cathode reaction 2Н+ + 2е = Н2.
2.1. Experimental procedure
The polarization curves were recorded according to the threeelectrode scheme, using a silver-chloride reference electrode and a
platinum auxiliary electrode. The samples were polished with
abrasive papers of decreasing grit size and a diamond paste,
afterwards they were degreased with a White Spirit solution and

Fig. 6. Corrosion rate of CP Ti Grade 4: 1 denotes the CG
structure after annealing; 2 denotes the UFG structure after SPD
processing
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installed into a three-electrode cell with a 3.5% NaCl + 3%
CH3COOH solution until the equilibrium potential was reached.
The potential sweep was conducted from the equilibrium potential
to ± 400 mV with a rate of 1 mV per second.

In addition to the corrosion tests performed according to the two
above-described procedures, clarifying tests in a salt spray chamber
were conducted as an alternative method.
3. Corrosion tests in a salt spray chamber

2.2. Results and discussion
In Fig. 7 the anodic reaction is displayed by the initial region
of the curve, demonstrating a transition from active dissolution to
the onset of passivation at the potential Еp and full passivation at
the potential Еfp; for the UFG samples passivation occurs at larger
potentials than for CG samples, but the current of passivation
onset for the CG sample is slightly higher.

3.1. Experimental procedure
The tests were performed in accordance with the ASTM G31
standard [10] in vapor atmosphere in a salt spray chamber, its
schematic diagram being shown in Fig. 8. The size of the tested
samples from CP Ti with CG and UFG structures was 9 х 25 х 9
mm. The concentration of the NaCl salt solution was 3.5%. The
duration of the experiment was 10 days.
Corrosion resistance was evaluated on the basis of weight loss.
The weight loss was recorded in accordance with the requirements
of the ASTM G1 standard [11]. The samples were weighed on an
analytical balance after withdawal from a reservoir and careful
washing in distilled water with a soft brush, followed by removal of
water with filter paper.

Fig. 7. Polarization curves for CP Ti: a) – with a CG structure; b)
– with a UFG structure
The cathodic reaction of hydrogen evolution runs with a
smaller overpotential. Consequently, the process of titanium's
corrosion in a weak acid electrolyte takes place with anodic
control.
The corrosion currents determined by the extrapolation of the
Tafel regions of the anodic and cathodic curves amount to 0.97 µА
and 0.62 µА, respectively, for the CG and UFG samples. Thus, the
corrosion current of the CG sample in a weak acid electrolyte is
1.56 times higher than the corrosion current of the UFG sample
(see table 2).
Table 2. Corrosion currents
Sample

Corrosion current, µА

UFG

0.62

CG

0.97

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the salt spray chamber. A –
thermowell; B – reservoir with a solution; C – samples suspended
on holders; D – air duct; E – reservoir heater; F – fluid surface; G –
hole for the connection of the reservoir to an auxiliary device that
may be required; H – reflux condenser.
The salt spray chamber is a reservoir that can be used as a
universal and convenient apparatus for conducting simple corrosion
tests. The configuration of the reservoir's upper portion is such that
more complex devices can be added to it, depending on the specific
test type.

The features of the corrosion behavior of CP Ti in the CG and
UFG states may be associated with the self-passivation
phenomenon. For instance, the perimeter of grain boundaries in
the UFG sample is larger than the one in the CG sample, while the
surface binding energy of atoms is lower. At the same time, on the
surface there forms a continuous and thick oxide film due to a
large amount of free enthalpy. As it can be seen in fig. 7, the
equilibrium potentials of corrosion are more positive (-1.2 V) for
the CG sample (Fig. 7, а) and less positive (-1.85 V) for the UFG
sample (Fig. 7, b).
Proceeding from this, not taking into account the passivating
properties of the oxide film on titanium, the CG sample is
supposed to possess a lower corrosion activity than the UFG
sample. However, as demonstrated by the analysis of polarization
curves, the corrosion current of the CG sample is more than 1.5
times higher than the corosion current of the UFG sample. In this
connection, one may assume that the properties of the forming
oxide film have a significant effect on the corrosion properties of
CP Ti.
The differences in the formation of oxide passivating layer on
Ti can be indirectly observed in the last third of the anodic branch
of the polarization curves, displayed in fig. 7. As it can be seen in
Fig. 7, a, the induced current continues to become further
saturated, also after the overpotential of 0.2 V, and remains
practically unchanged with increasing potential; this may indicate
the maximum ionization current of Ti in this electrolyte solution.
In Fig. 7, b the linear region is less expressed, but after it ends, the
titanium, with increasing potential, continues to dissolve with
growing induced current, its values being smaller than the ones for
the CG sample; this may indicate larger diffusion limitations for
the anodic process, created by the oxide film, in UFG Ti as
compared to CG Ti.

3.2. Test results
The area of corrosion damage was estimated in accordance with
the recommendations set forth in CNS8886 [12]. According to the
quantitative evaluation, the larger is the score, the smaller is the
corrosion area, and vice versa. The corrosion evaluation is presented
in table 3.
Table 3. Corrosion area on the basis of the corresponding sorting
[12]
Estimate of corrosion
Numerical score of
area, A (%)
corrosion damage (score
points)
0.01
10
A ≤ 0.02
9.8
0.02 < A ≤ 0.05
9.5
0.05 < A ≤0.07
9.3
0.07 < A ≤ 0.10
9
0.10 < A ≤ 0.25
8
0.25 < A ≤ 0.50
7
0.50 < A ≤ 1.00
6
1.0 < A ≤ 2.5
5
2.5 < A ≤ 5
4
5 < A ≤ 10
3
10 < A ≤ 25
2
25 < A ≤ 50
1
50 < A
0
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Fig. 9 shows the appearance of CP Ti samples with a coarsegrained microstructure after corrosion tests in a salt spray
chamber.

caused by corrosion damage. The most illustrative regions of
corrosion damage are marked in red on the samples with different
microstructures.

Fig. 9. Appearance of the samples with a CG structure after
corrosion tests

Fig. 10. Appearance of the samples with a UFG structure after
corrosion tests

Fig. 10 shows the appearance of the CP Ti samples with an
However, the weighing of the samples prior to and after the
ultrafine-grained microstructure after corrosion tests in a salt spray
corrosion tests reveals that the weight loss for the material with a
chamber.
CG structure is much larger than the weight loss for the samples
As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the corrosion damage of the
with a UFG structure.
samples with a CG structure is represented primarily by small, but
Table 4 presents the experimental results of corrosion tests.
densely spaced, point defects, as well as by rather extensive
continuous areas. Apparently, such a difference is conditioned by a
dissimilar surface preparation (polishing) prior to the experiment.
In Fig. 10 visible are more extensive widely-spaced point defects,
Table 4. Experimental results
Sample weight, g
CG structure
UFG structure
Prior to the tests
8.274
8.524
After the tests
8.2397
8.5112
Weight loss, %
0.415
0.150
Area of corrosion damage according
0.07 < A ≤ 0.10
0.05 < A ≤0.07
to Table 3
Corrosion damage score
8.2
9.3
Analysis of the table reveals that for CP Ti with a CG structure
the corrosion damage under salt spray conditions is more than 2.5
times larger than the corrosion damage for the SPD-processed
material with a UFG structure. This confirms the results obtained
earlier.
Fig. 11 shows an electronic image of a corrosion damage region
on the surface of CP Ti with a UFG structure, together with
chemical analysis data.
Table 5 presents the chemical compositions corresponding to the
spectra shown in fig. 11.
Fig. 11. Image of a corrosion damage region for the material with
a UFG structure.
Table 5. Analysis of the chemical composition of the corrosion spot for CP Ti with a UFG structure.
Spectrum
O
F
Na
Si
K
Ca
Ti
Fe
Spectrum 1
100.00
Spectrum 2
96.85
Spectrum 3
100.00
Spectrum 4
24.87
0.33
74.80
Spectrum 5
25.51
74.49
Spectrum 6
20.30
0.82
0.31
76.35
Spectrum 7
23.00
1.18
0.79
0.28
74.75
Spectrum 8
28.91
0.79
1.02
0.33
0.24
0.37
68.00
0.33
Spectrum 9
27.96
1.57
0.94
69.53
Spectrum 10
25.64
0.99
0.42
0.20
68.47
0.29
Spectrum 11
26.92
70.70
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Spectrum 12
Spectrum 13

23.82
15.85

0.32

Max.
28.91
1.57
1.02
Min.
15.85
0.79
0.31
Proceeding from the above, the following factors can be
mentioned that influence the corrosion behavior of CP Ti: grain
size, the oxide film thickness, composition and continuity,
electrolyte composition.

72.61
81.01
0.33
0.33

0.28
0.24

0.37
0.20

100.00
68.00

0.33
0.29

[3]. G.I. Raab, R.Z. Valiev, Equal-channel angular pressing of longlength billets. Izvestiya Vuzov. Tsvetnaya Metallurgiya, 2000, No. 5,
pp.50-53 (in Russian).
[4]. Sergueeva, A.V., Stolyarov, V.V., Valiev, R.Z., Mukherjee, A.K.
Advanced mechanical properties of pure titanium with ultra-ﬁne
grained structure//Scripta Materialia (2001), 45, 747–752.
[5]. N.A. Amirhanova, A.F. Razyapova, Investigation of Corrosion
Properties St.3 in Coarse-Grained and Ultra Fine-Grained
Conditions//Book of Abstracts on the International Symposium
«Bulk Nanostructured Materials: from fundamentals to innovations»
(BNM-2007), Ufa, 2007, p. 166.
[6]. G.I. Raab, V.I. Semenov, N.V. Savel'eva, E.F. Mustafina,
Influence of thermo-mechanical treatment on structure and
corrosion properties of carbon steels //Forging and Stamping
Production. Material Working by Pressure. 2008. No. 12. pp. 34 –
36 (in Russian).
[7]. Chuan Ting Wang, Nong Gao, Mark G. Gee, et al. Processing of
an ultraﬁne-grained titanium by high-pressure torsion: An evaluation
of the wear properties with and without a TiN coating//Journal of the
Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical Materials 17 (2013) pp. 166–
175.
[8]. Chuan Ting Wang, Nong Gao, Mark G. Gee, et al. Tribology
testing of ultraﬁne-grained Ti processed by high-pressure torsion
with subsequent coating//J. Mater. Sci., Vol. 48, No. 13 (2013), pp.
4742-4748.
[9]. Chuan Ting Wang, Ana Escudeiro, Tomas Polcar et al.
Indentation and scratch testing of DLC-Zr coatings on ultraﬁnegrained titanium processed by high-pressure torsion// Wear, Vol.
306, Nos. 1-2 (2013) pp. 304-310.
[10]. ASTM G31-72 (Reapproved 1999): Standard Practice for
Laboratory Immersion Corrosion Testing of Metals, ASTM
International.
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ASTM International.
[12]. Methods of Salt Spray Testing CNS8886, Bureau of Standards,
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Conclusions
1. The type of the used coating (applied by ion plasma spraying
or microarc oxidation) has practically no effect on the corrosion
damage value of CP Ti samples.
2. The studied material (CP Ti) without coating in the ultrafinegrained state after SPD processing has a much smaller degree of
corrosion damage, approximately 3 times smaller, as compared to
the initial (as-annealed) state having a coarse-grained structure.
3. For the studied material with a UFG structure, a much lower
corrosion rate is revealed in a 3.5% aqueous solution of sodium
chloride in the observed time interval.
4. It has been estalished that the corrosion currents of CP Ti in
the CG and UFG states in a weak-acid chloride electrolyte are
different. The smaller is the grain size, the smaller is the corrosion
current, which may be related to the self-passivation phenomenon
and the regularities in the growth and structure of oxide films.
5. The corrosion behavior of CP Ti is influenced by grain size,
oxide film composition and continuity, electrolyte composition.
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Abstract: The objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of adhesive type on physical and mechanical properties of
particleboard. Three types of adhesives, urea-formaldehyde, melamine-urea formaldehyde adhesive, and acrylic adhesive, were used in the
production of lab scale particleboards with three layers. The particleboards produced with the acrylic adhesive had the best physical and
mechanical properties, followed by MUF adhesive, and UF adhesive, respectively. The lowest formaldehyde emission was observed for the
acrylic bonded particleboards, followed by MUF, and UF adhesive bonded particleboards, respectively. Based on the findings obtained from
the present study, the acrylic adhesive can be efficiently used in the production of particleboard.
Keywords: PARTICLEBIARD, ADHESIVE, SURFACE QUALITY, TECHNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
(concentration: 25%) and dibenzoylperoxide were used as adhesive
hardeners for UF and MUF, and AR, respectively, and during the
blending process by about 1% based on the solid amount of
adhesives. No wax or any other additives were used for the panel
manufacture. Mats formed manually in a frame with a size of 55 x
55 cm were pressed in a hot press at a temperature of 150 °C using
a pressure of 25 kg/cm2 for 6 min. All panels were pressed to a
nominal thickness of 12.0 mm and an average target density of 0.65
g/cm3. The four different panel compositions are outlined in Table
1. Two panels were made for each group.

1. Introduction
The demand for particleboard representing 57% of the total
volume of wood-based panels has recently increased dramatically
throughout the world, especially for housing construction and
furniture manufacturing. Worldwide demand for particleboard has
been steadily growing since then at a rate between 2 and 5% per
annum [1].
As known, one of the most successful ways to improve
dimensional stability and mechanical properties of wood-based
panels is to increase adhesive content. Particleboard industry mainly
use urea formaldehyde (UF) adhesives as binding agents due its low
price, easy supply, low curing temperature and duration, colorless,
and good mechanical properties in dry environment. However, UF
adhesives have significant amount of formaldehyde emission
emitted from particleboard as compared to the melamineformaldehyde and phenol-formaldehyde.

Table 1. The experimental design of the study.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

A new kind of adhesive for wood based panels is acrylic
based adhesive. These adhesives differ from the standard acrylics
which are final polymers in that they are mixtures of acrylic
monomers usually with a synthetic rubber. They are catalyzed
during the bond formation by means of a peroxide or amine using a
free radical mechanism. They can be produced either as an
emulsion or solvent soluble form. They are used as pressure
sensitive adhesives, and for flooring, paper lamination, textiles,
flocking adhesives etc. These adhesives structurally similar to the
vinyls but have very different properties. Advantages are very fast
bond time, accurate metering of the catalyst is unnecessary, and
their ability to bond a wide variety of substances [2]. The objective
was the present study was to investigate the effect of adhesive type
on physical and mechanical properties of particleboard.

Adhesive Type
Urea Formaldehyde* (UF1)
Urea Formaldehyde ** (UF2)
Melamine Urea Formaldehyde (MUF)
Acrylic adhesive (AR)

* formaldehyde / urea mole ratio :1.09
** formaldehyde / urea mole ratio: 1.20

The panels were kept in a conditioned room with a relative
humidity of 65% and a temperature of °20 C until they reached
equilibrium moisture content. Physical; thickness swelling (TS) and
water absorption (WA) (EN 317, 1993), and mechanical; modulus
of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (MOE) (EN 310, 1993) and
internal bond strength (IB) (EN 319, 1993), formaldehyde emission
(EN 120-1) of particleboards were determined for the produced
particleboards. 20 specimens were tested for each test property.
One-way analysis of variance, ANOVA, was conducted (p≤
0.05) to evaluate the effect of adhesive type on the quality
properties of the panels. Significant differences between the mean
values of the panel types were determined using Newman-Keuls’s
test.

2. Materials and method
Pinus sylvestries L. trees were harvested in Trabzon, Black
Sea Region of Turkey. The bark was removed before chipping.
After the foliage was trimmed, all the trees were chipped using a
ring type flaker before the chips were reduced into smaller particles
using a hammermill. The particles were dried to 3% moisture
content in a dryer. The dried particles were classified into two sizes
using a 3.0-1.5-0.5 mm openings vibrating screen for the core and
face layers. In the next process, adhesives were applied with a
pneumatic spray gun. Based on oven dry weights of particle weight,
9% and 11% urea formaldehyde (UF), melamine urea formaldehyde
(MUF) and acrylic adhesives (AR) with a solid content of 55%
were applied for core and surface particles, respectively. The ratio
of the face thickness to the total thickness of a panel known as the
shelling ratio was 0.40 for all samples. Ammonium chloride

3. Results and discussion
The physical and mechanical properties of the particleboards
are presented in Table 2. The physical and, mechanical properties of
the particleboards produced with the melamine formaldehyde
adhesive were found to be higher than those of the particleboard
produced with urea-formaldehyde adhesive. The melamin provides
the crosslinking and thus the heat resistance, strength properties and
water stability compared to urea. The incorporation of the
formaldehyde into the melamine is easier than urea. Amino groups
in the melamine adhesive can bond with more than two
formaldehyde molecules, which causes in a decrease in the
formaldehyde emission from particleboard. Melamin solves lower
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than urea in water. There are ether bridges apart from methylol
bridges in the cured melamine formaldehyde. This improves the
mechanical properties and water resistance and decreases the
formaldehyde emission from the particleboard. Melamine is a
formaldehyde scavenger because melamine is more reactive than
urea. The difference in the kinetic behavior of melamine and urea is
caused by the effects of nitrogen atoms in two compounds. The
nitrogen of amino methylol group in the methylol urea is less
nucleophilic. MUF adhesives dissolve lower in water, thus they
have higher bond strength and lower formaldehyde emission [3]. In
addition, the MUF has a higher thermal stability at high
temperatures than the UF adhesive.

Urea-formaldehyde had the lowest quality in terms of
physical and mechanical properties. UF adhesives have drawbacks
in terms of low water resistance and bonding and formaldehyde
release. Urea in the cured UF adhesive is easily solved in water. In
particular, this phenomenon is ascribed to the reversibility of the
amino-methylene bond, which also explains the low resistance of
UF against the influence of water and moisture, especially at high
temperatures.
Formaldehyde/urea molar ratio significantly affects the
physical and mechanical properties of particleboard. As the molar
ratio of formaldehyde was increased in the adhesive, all the
properties of the particleboards improved while the formaldehyde
emission increased. The formaldehyde-urea molar ratio
significantly affects the bond performance between the particles in
the particleboard. The main differences between the panels
produced with urea formaldehyde adhesives with high and low
contents of formaldehyde are due to their reactivity as a
consequence of the different free formaldehyde content and their
degree of crosslinking in the cured network. The increased
reactivity and crosslinking of the adhesive and the rate of hardening
in adhesives of higher formaldehyde/urea mole ratio causes tighter
and more compact board structure. For this reason, mechanical
properties increase, thickness swelling and water absorption
decrease and surface roughness improves due to high degree of
crosslinking and of the water into the particleboard is restricted.
There are no ether bridges, no unreacted branch- site methylol
groups and no other free formaldehyde in the adhesive at low mole
ratio [5]. Increasing the formaldehyde /urea mole ratio negatively
affected the formaldehyde emission of the test panels. This is due to
higher content of free formaldehyde in adhesive.

Table 2. The physical and mechanical properties of particleboards.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

MOR
MOE
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)
12.64 (0.34) (a) 1684. 52 (37.33) (a)
13.78 (0.22) (b) 1845.27 (54.62) (b)
14.85 (0.48) (c) 2007.74 (65.33) (c)
16.01(0.56) (d) 2489.96 (44.78) (d)

IB (N/mm2)
0.301 (0.14) (a)
0.417 (0.28) (b)
0.503 (0.18) (c)
0.586 (0.22) (d)

Note: Numbers in the parenthesis are standard deviations. Different letters in
the same line represent statistical differences at 95% confidence level.

Based on EN 312 standard, 12.5 and 13N/mm2 are the
minimum requirements for MOR of particleboard general uses and
interior fitments (including furniture), respectively, while the
minimum MOE for interior fitment is 1800 N/mm2. The panel types
2, 3 and 4 had higher MOR and MOE for general purposes and
furniture manufacturing requirements. The panel type 1 satisfied the
required level of MOR only for general purposes. The IB data
ranged from 0.301 to 0.586 N/mm2. The minimal requirements of
internal bond strength for general purpose and furniture
manufacturing are 0.28 and 0.40 N/mm2, respectively. According to
the test results, while panel type 1 had the required level of IB for
general purposes, 2, 3 and 4 type panels met the required level of IB
for interior fitments. The results showed that test panels did not
have the required level of TS according to EN 312 standard due to
no usage of wax or other water-repellent agents in the
manufacturing of test panels. Average formaldehyde emission
values of the test panels are given in Table 2.

4. Conclusions
This study showed the adhesive type significantly affected the
physical and mechanical properties of particleboard. The
particleboards produced with the acrylic adhesive had the highest
physical and mechanical properties, followed by MUF adhesive,
and UF adhesive, respectively. The lowest formaldehyde emission
was observed for the acrylic bonded particleboards, followed by
MUF, and UF adhesive bonded particleboards, respectively. Based
on the findings obtained from the present study, the acrylic adhesive
can be efficiently used in the production of particleboard.

Table 2. The formaldehyde emission of particleboards.
Panel
Type
1
2
3
4

Thickness
swelling
27.35 (1.12) (a)
25.13 (1.08) (b)
22.45 (0.87) (c)
18.04 (1.32) (d)

Water
Formaldehyde
absorption
emission
82.33 (1.85) (a) 11.12 (0.03) (a)
79.64 (1.02) (b) 7.71 (0.05) (b)
74.28 (1.93) (c) 7.58 (0.04) (c)
68.45(1.22) (d) 0.03 (0.01) (d)
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Abstract: Investigations of wear resistance and tensile strength of steel products with diffusional zinc coating obtained in zinc powders
with a nanocrystallized surface of powder particles were carried out. The effect of the structural state of the coating on the wear resistance
and adhesive grasping with a steel counterbody was established. The prospects of the nanogalvanizing process to improve the strength of
steel products are shown.
The development of technologies in modern machine building aims at improving the mechanical and technological properties of the
materials. The present study presents an improvement in the mechanical properties of low carbon steels by thermoffusion coatings with
nanofibers obtained under different heat treatment regimes. Depending on the type of heat treatment and the size of the zinc particles,
different gradient layers can be obtained in depth. This of course reflects positively on the chemical resistance of the material. In addition,
it positively affects the mechanical properties of the material by increasing mechanical strength and technological properties by improving
the resistance to plastic deformation. With these first studies, there is an impetus for another look to improve the properties of low-carbon
steels that are widely applicable in the field of machine building.
KEY WORDS: THERMODIFFUSION COITING, MECHANICAL TEST, VICKERS HARDNESS, MICROSTRUCTURE, TRIBOLOGY,
SCRATCH TEST, WEAR RESISTANCE

Table 1. Chemical composition of carbon steel of ordinary
quality

1. Introduction

Steel
brand
Steel 1

Wide application in mechanical and precision engineering
is found in low-carbon steels. In spite of many research and
knowledge, solutions are sought to improve their technological
and mechanical properties [1, 2, 3]. Technologies have been
developing at an intensive tempus in recent years, enabling
materials to be improved and chemical properties guaranteed.
This reflects on the price of the product, and different quality
grades are sold on the market. Nonetheless, non-standard
solutions are sought for the improvement of some technological
parameters through additional technological processes thermal treatment, plastic processing, coating or their
combination. The present study aims to improve the mechanical
properties of low-carbon steels by thermoffusion coatings with
nanoparticles obtained under certain heat treatment regimes.
This treatment will improve the chemical resistance of the
material and its technological workability in the deformation
process with reduced frictional forces.

C
0.08

Mn
0.35

Content of the elements %
Si
F
S
Cr
0.031
0.035
0.012
0.17

Ni
0.21

Cu
0.26

Fig.1. Temperature regimes of processing

2. Experimental procedure
The third processing mode in the initial stage coincides with
mode 1 i.e. heating to 430 °C and holding for 15 minutes, after
which the relaxation mode was realized at 400 °C for 15
minutes. At the end of the mode, the samples are kept in the
heat chamber to a temperature of 150 °C, and then cooled to a
sigh.

For the purpose of the study, three modes of
thermodiffusion galvanizing on low-carbon steel were
performed (Table 1). The first mode is heated to a temperature
of 430 °C and a retention time of 15 minutes (Figure 1). At the
same time, it is covered with a surface of zinc dust. In the
process, the samples are cooled by sneaking to 150 °C and then
to air. In the second mode, the heating temperature is lower and
does not exceed 340 °C and retention for 15 minutes. Then the
temperature rises to 370 °C over a retention time of 15 minutes,
at the end of the mode, the samples are cooled down to 150 °C
and then to air.

For the determination of the mechanical properties of onedimensional uniform tension before and after thermodiffusion
galvanizing of the steel, three test pieces of each mode
according to the standard BDS EN 10002-1 (fig.1) are made.
The initial working sizes of the samples are assumed to have a
width b0 = 20 mm, an initial computational base length L0 = 100
mm with a material thickness t0 = 1.5 mm and a total length Lc
= 200 mm. The test was carried out on a universal test machine
"Instron 3384" at a constant load speed of 5 mm / min (Fig.2.c).
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For each test sample, an initial width of b0 and a thickness t0
with a micrometer with an accuracy of 0.01 mm shall be
measured. Measured values are entered in the developed
method as a correction for correct recalculation. It is also
envisaged to introduce the change of b0 and L0 after the test bк
and Lk in the developed method for correct calculation of the
mechanical characteristics.

a)

а)

b)

c)

Fig.2. Mechanical tests for one-dimensional stretchin (a) test
pieces made to the standard; (b) fabricated test pieces and after
thermodiffusion galvanizing and (c) testing of test bodies
Hardness measurement was performed using the Vickers
micrograph method with a load of 50 g according to ISO 65071 on the sample width in a condition of delivery and after
thermodiffusion galvanization. The hardness was also measured
in cross-section in the surface zinc layer area and in the
diffusion zone.

b)
Fig.3. Mechanical characteristics (a) primary indicator
diagrams; (b) a diagram of true strains and true deformations
The true strength of the true deformation after
thermodiffusion galvanization is increased (Fig. 3b). The
biggest change was found in mode 3 with 7.69% where the true
strength reaches 604.11 MP relative to the blank. For the other
two modes, the change is less, and for real mode 2, the true
strength has increased by 7.44%, ie. 602,69 MPa, and for mode
2 the change is the smallest - the true strength has increased by
2,92%, i.e. 577.32 MPa compared to the delivery material. In
this mode of thermodiffusion galvanizing, another positive
effect associated with the preservation of the plasticity and the
slight increase of the real plasticity in Mode 2 mode 3 was
established, despite the effect of stiffening. The change in
plasticity is up to 2.3%, ie. The true plasticity does not exceed
32.4% for the selected thermodiffusion galvanizing option.

A metallographic analysis was carried out by means of a
NEOPHOT 21 microscope with a microstore attachment to a
metallographic microscope.

3. Experiment results and discussion
The tested one-dimensional uniform tension test bodies in a
delivery condition were processed and analyzed. They are also
processed for each thermodiffusion galvanized mode. From the
analysis it was found that the material in the delivery condition
was heat treated (a strong pronounced yielding site) to remove
the residual plastic deformation (Fig.3a Substrate). The
mechanical strength deviation for the three test bodies is within
a narrow range of 335.33 to 338.12 MPa, and the true strength
is 561 MPa (Fig. 3b Substrate) and the true elongation does not
exceed 31%. This result shows that the material is
homogeneous and can be used for this study. After
thermodiffusion galvanization the upper yield strength is shifted
to higher values (Fig. 3a Regime 1, 2 and 3). This effect is
atypical in thermal treatment. This phenomenon may be due to
a surface zinc layer obtained and a low carbon steel depth
diffusion zone formed of zinc-based intermetallic compounds.
Samples treated by thermo-diffusion galvanization in Mode 2
show the highest yield limit of 347.67 MPa (Fig. 3a Regime 2)
reaching the maximum material strength in its plated area of
353.33 MPa. Mechanical strength is highest at Mode 3 and
reaches 355.67 MPa despite the lower yield strength. This is
due to the thermo-diffusion galvanization mode, resulting in
structural changes in the surface and depth in the base material.

In order to confirm the results obtained and to clarify the
reasons for increasing the mechanical strength after
thermodiffusion galvanization, a microstructural analysis of the
steel surface was carried out under the condition of delivery and
in Mode 3.
The metallographic images (Fig. 4a) show the presence of
ferrite and cementite in the base material, the structure being
well homogenized [4]. The material was heat treated at delivery
as found by the one-dimensional uniform tension. The measured
hardness of the material upon delivery on the surface is in the
range of 132-144 HV0.05 (Fig.4.b), and after thermodiffusion
galvanization the measured zinc surface hardness of the surface
reaches 180-182 HV0.05, Surface hardness increased by
31.16%.
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improving the mechanical strength of the surface as
well as the better bond between zinc-coated metal.
This will also improve corrosion resistance during the
operation.
Wear behavior of diffusional coatings were studied as well.
Steel samples with coatings of various thicknesses in the 30-90
μm range were tested according to ASTM G 65-94. Only δphase FeZn7-10 was detected on the surface of al samples. The
results show that the wear of the coatings is irregular (Fig. 7).
The highest wear rates are observed for coatings with large
thickness at the beginning of the test. Also, a sharp increase in
the wear rate is observed at the moment of crossing the phase
boundary δ / δ + Γ in the coating. The lowest wear rates are
obtained for coatings up to 30 μm thick characterized by smooth
profiles of the chemical and phase composition.

a)
b)
Fig.4. Microstructure of steel (a) on the surface at an increase
of 125×; (b) Measured Vickers load on the surface at delivery
rate 500×
The increased mechanical strength after thermodiffusion
galvanization is also due to the formed diffusion layer, which
consists of zinc-based intermetallic compounds. Figure 5 shows
a microstructural cross-section of the zinc coating and a
diffusion layer formed on the base material of the substrate. The
average thickness of the zinc coating at mode 3 is in the range
of 80-90 μm and the depth of the diffusion layer is within the
range of 90-105 μm.

Zn,
%

w, g/s

d, μm
Fig.7. Zinc content (weight %) and wear rate as functions of
coating’s thickness
Microscopic inspection of the steel counterbody after test
show that the transfer of the iron-zinc phases from the thick
(d>30 μm) coatings on the surface of the counterbody occurs
(Fig. 8). Together with high wear rates for such coatings it
suggests that at first stage the wear is adhesive. After this
transter the friction pair coating-steel becomes symmetric, so
these coatings may act as solid lubricants, e.g., in threaded
joints. Recent industrial tests [5] showed the fesibility of this
approach.

Fig.5. Thickness of the zinc coating at 125× magnification
For the variation of the hardness from the surface to the
parent metal, a series of measurements are shown in Figure 6
with a magnification of 125×. An increased hardness in the zinc
layer has been found which varies widely from 333 to 396
HV0.05 (Fig.6-500× magnification). These differences in this
layer are due to the different phases created in the stair-building
process.

Fig.8. SEM image of the steel counterbody after wear test.
Chemical composition at the marked point: Fe 25.2 %,
Zn 74,8 %

Fig.6. Microhardness of the zinc coating

The measured hardness at the top of the diffusion
zone (Fig. 6) is 184 HV0.05 and is higher than the
surface oxide layer (Fig.4.b), as with the increase of
the depth the hardness decreases and reaches values
135-140 HV0.05. This diffusion zone contributes to

According to our previous studies of the structural state of
diffusional zinc coatings [6] the surface layers of δ-phase in a
relatively thick diffusional coatings (more than 30 μm) are
characterized by the absence of the texture, whereas the inner
layer (< 30 μm) of the coating has texture, characterized by the
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hexagonal axis of δ-phase directed parallel to the plane of the
coating as in usual hot-dip coatings. Thus, both observed effects
are closely related to the structure of δ-phase layer.

4. Conclusions
From the initial tests of the mechanical properties of steels
galvanized by thermo-diffusion galvanization, we established:
- The true mechanical strength is increased to 7.69 % in the
thermodiffusion galvanization mode;
- The improved upper yield strength after thermodiffusion
galvanizing increases from 8.87 % to 25.06 %;
- The formed zinc diffusion layer is in the range of 80 to 105
μm and the hardness in the layer increases to 31 %;
- At the initial stage of wear of zinc coatings with a thickness
of more than 30 μm, the coating is transferred to a steel counter
surface
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Abstract: Effective modification not by expensive nano-powders but by relatively large ones (up to several microns) and capable to
dissolve when entering into the melt and become additional crystallization centers at its start point was shown. That provides a metal
structure refinement and, consequently, increases the whole complex of mechanical properties. The optimal process parameters of refractory
compounds disperse powders modification were proposed.
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developed and the corresponding computer program was written for
the calculations execution. The program allows to determine the
proportion of the particles, which will be effective crystallization
centers, how many particles dissolve completely (in this case, there
may be the effect of microscopic inhomogeneities, as well as the
effect of micro-alloying), and how much, being captured by the
solidification front and become relatively large carbide and nitride
inclusions. The calculation results showed that restriction of the
variation around the optimum size range and reduced the melt
temperature when the powder input to the values close to the
liquidus. This substantially (up to 5.0 fold) increases the effective
part (capable of becoming crystallization centers) of the particles.
This effect in the case of input TiN powder shown in table 1.

1. Introduction
One of the main tasks of modern materials science is increase in
both strength and plastic properties [1]. An effective method of
solving it is grain metal structure refinement [2] by dispersible
powders modifying to obtain fine cast structure [3]. This allows not
only improvement of the structure and mechanical properties
characteristics in a cast state, but also to strengthen this action in
subsequent thermomechanical processing [4]. One of the ways to
the structure formation process control is usage of crystallization
modifiers – dispersed solid particles injected into the melt before
solidification [3, 5]. It's known that a significant effect could be
achieved by using nano-sized powders [6], but their production,
storage and input into the melt technology are difficult and
expensive.

0.25

Ti, Nb, Zr, %

Thus, research aimed at efficiency improving of the usage as
modifiers disperse powders of larger fractions capable of when
entering into the melt being dissolved to nano-sized substrates at the
time of the crystallization begining [7 – 11] looks promising. The
use of computer and mathematical modeling allows you to quickly
and cost-effectively identify the optimal parameters modification.
The purpose of this work is to study using mathematical
modeling the structure formation and crystallization of iron-carbon
alloys in the case of modification by disperse powders of refractory
compounds and optimal technological parameters of their entry into
the melt determination.
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2. Results and discussion
One of the main characteristics of the material used as the
modifier, it is stability of the particles suspension in the melt. This
characteristic is related to the equilibrium concentration of the
constituent chemical elements in the melt with the solid particles
which has influences on the diffusion processes. Figure 1 shows
plots obtained on the basis of physico-chemical calculations [9]
which represent equilibrium with the corresponding nitrides and
carbides content of carbide- and nitride-forming elements at 1530
ºC depending on carbon content. The nitrogen content in the steel
was set on the level of 0.006 %.

1

2

C, %

3

4

Fig. 1. The dependence of equilibrium with the nitride or
carbide content of Ti, Nb, Zr and carbon in Fe-base melt
Table 1
The effect of input temperature and the size of the TiN particles on
the proportion of ones that can become crystallization centers
The melt temperature
when the modifier
entering, ºC

The concept of the proposed modification means that the melt
concentration of carbide and nitride forming elements should lie in
the area below the respective curves [9]. Otherwise, there may be
suspension of dissolution and activation of the particles coagulation
processes. On the other hand, since the concentration of carbide- or
nitride on the surface of the particles is close to the equilibrium
value, too much difference between a current concentration
(occurred due to dissolution of the modifier) and an equilibrium one
(near-surface) leads to too rapid dissolution of the particles and
reduce their effectiveness as a substrate [9].

1550
1535

The particle sizes,
μm

The proportion of
effective particles, %

1,0 – 5,0

0,096 – 0,102

2,1 – 3,9

0,178 – 0,189

1,0 – 3,0

0,183 – 0,246

1,0 – 2,0

0,481 – 0,543

Process of particles dissolution in the melt before and during the
crystallization (taking into account powder size distribution) we
described using our computer model [11]. There was considered an
input of dispersed TiN powder into a low-carbon steel melt. The
simulation results showed that in this case, effective as a modifier is
a fraction ~ 1...3 μm. when injection the melt temperature should be
close to the liquidus temperature, that for such steels is about 1530

To evaluate the options of introduced modifier particles
behavior in a melt, the probabilistic model [9, 10] has been
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ºC. It was shown that by introducing of a larger mass of the
modifier there can lead to increase of the proportion of the effective
particles and significantly prolong its lifetime. In addition, by
varying the type of the original particle size distribution (normal,
log-normal or rectangle) we can affect the dynamics of the particles
dissolve.

(during solidification) into solid solution. This secondary effect may
be useful in increasing of steels thermomechanical treatment
processes efficiency because of carbonitride hardening. To optimize
the conditions it is necessary to know the phases formation and
composition data. It was found that the most effective modifiers in
the aspect of precipitation of dispersed carbonitrides in the solid
state are niobium compounds. Carbide and nitride forming elements
(titanium, and to a lesser extent vanadium), carbon and nitrogen
present in the steel, are adsorbed by grain boundaries, followed by
decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution and the
formation of film type precipitates Ti (CN), V (CN), Ti, V (CN) ,
thus weakening the intergranular bond and causing metal
embrittlement. The enrichment of the grain boundaries and Nb,
respectively, the formation of these carbide and nitride precipitates
practically not observed, indicating a preference for the use of
niobium carbonitride hardening carbon steels compared to the
titanium or vanadium.

The dissolution time of the powder in the case of normal and
rectangle particle size distribution are similar but there is a
difference in the process way. After 10 seconds, in the case of
rectangle initial distribution the melt contains stored 8,18·1011
particles per 1 t, while in the original normal distribution case, their
amount will be 1.87 × 1011 per t, that is 4,4 times less. Thus, a
uniform distribution of particles within the input fraction of the
modifier can significantly increase the number of particles in the
melt which can become additional crystallization centers, compared
to the case of the normal distribution. The simulation results
showed that at the beginning the number of particles in the case of
the original normal distribution will be more, but in about 8
seconds, the amount of particles in the melt will be equivalent.
During the rest period, the number of particles in the melt in the
case of initial rectangle distribution will be larger, and as the course
of the process, this advantage will grow over, after ~ 12 seconds
will be more than 5 times.

3. Conclusions
1. Mathematical models and computer programs to describe the
behavior of dispersed refractory particles in the melt, allowing to
determine the optimal modification parameters were developed.
Identified equilibrium conditions near the liquidus temperature for
the various carbide and nitride phases, depending on the carbon
content in the melt.

The results of theoretical research on the modification of cast
iron and steel have been confirmed in a series pilot scale
experiments on iron and steel.

2. The concept of effective metal melts modification by
refractory powders dispersed of relatively large fraction (up to
several micrometers) that can be dissolved down to the nano-sizes
at the beginning of solidification and become additional centers
forced bulk crystallization.

Cast iron for the molds of K13 type manufacture (transverse
ones, with height 2600 mm, weight 9.5 t) and C8 type (muffled
bottom ones, with height 2060 mm, weight 8.0 t) were treated with
powdered modifier:
modifier expense: 0.5 kg / t;
composition: 40% TiC and 60% SiC;
particle size: TiC 1...3 μm and SiC 2...4 μm;

3. It is found that a rectangle distribution of particles by their
sizes within the input fraction can increase their number in the melt
during latter stages of dissolution and capable to form additional
crystallization centers up to 2,0...5,0 times compared with the initial
normal distribution. The possibility of increasing to 2.0...4.0 times
of the proportion of effective particles by reducing the range of
variation of their initial sizes and reduce the input temperature to
values close to the liquidus was shown.

For preventing of white cast iron parts formation in addition to
the mixing chamber modifier loaded fine powder of ferrosilicon
FS65.
The modification leads to a significant refinement of graphite
inclusions and increases the proportion of pearlite in structure,
which provides a significant improvement in the mechanical and
operational characteristics (Table 2).

4. The optimum process parameters for various steels and cast
irons modifying (particle size and fractional composition, amount of
modifiers, melt temperature when entering), providing a significant
refinement of the metal structure and the increase of the complex
mechanical properties were offered.

Table 2
Effect of modification on the mechanical properties
of cast iron and operational stability of molds*
Hardness, The number of uses
σв,
Metal state
НВ
before wear
MPa
Without
treatment

150…160 95…110
154
102

56 – 82
71

TiC + SiC

170…180 130…135
176
132

85 – 108
97
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Abstract: The paper presents standard statistical procedures for determining expert assessments for the influence of magnesium alloy
components on the controlled mechanical properties: tensile strength and relative elongation. There are obtained neural models describing
mechanical characteristics from the amount of aluminum, manganese, nickel, iron and silicon directly related to the exploitation properties
of the product. The applied approach makes it possible to determine of compositions ensuring relatively optimal values of the explored
quality indicators.
KEY WORDS: MODELING PROPERTIES, STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS, MAGNESIUM ALLOYS, ANN, MULTICRITERIA
OPTIMIZATION, PARETO FRONT.


1. INTRODUCTI ON
The solution of modern technical problems is related to
eliminating a given technical or physical contradiction among
the factors describing the problem. In the domain of material
science this is the contradiction between the strength Rm
[MPa] and the relative elongation – A [%]. The set of their
alternatives is obtained via respective alloying or thermal
treatment. Thus a problem is formulated with input parameters
the composition determined by the amount of the specific
element and the processing mode parameters. The process of
solving such problems is oriented to approaches enhancing the
Decision Maker (DM) in the analyses prepared by him/her. The
different obtained solutions are related to different determined
effect of the achieved benefits. The application of statistical
methods in analysis of certain quality indicator requires models
for the investigated values in the performed experiment. It is
possible to make valuable propositions improving the
parameters of the created product and technologies based on
rich information from companies [1-4] of various data bases
during the research of the dependencies.
The research is a part of a series of evolving approaches
and methodologies [5] which on the stage of the solution
generation do not use the knowledge accumulated in the
domain of metallurgy. This research is a logical continuation of
an experiment carried out in connection with the National
Program for High Technologies, Research and Development –
Program – 863 of China in 2009, project AA03Z525 of the
Fund for Science and Technologies of Dalian and an internal
project J21DW003/2009.
The cited research [5] is a methodology, a way to design
alloys with an a priori given data base. It is the exact place for
the possibility to illustrate the usage of modern computational
tools to solve specific engineering problems in the area of
processing magnesium alloys.

The subject of the analysis is a set of experimental data on
the composition and properties of magnesium alloys. The data
contained 41 experimental observations. The aim of the analysis
is to identify the basic statistical characteristics describing the
data from the experiment as well as to compile statistical
models approximating the relationships between the chemical
composition of the alloy and the physico-mechanical parameters
of the tensile strength (Rm) and the relative elongation (A).
The results of the preliminary statistical analysis of the
available experimental data, including also the calculation of
basic descriptive statistics, are shown in Table 1. These include:
average, minimum and maximum, standard deviation.
.
Table 1. Basic descriptive statistics for observed variables.
Variable Average Minimum Maximum
Al
Mn
Zn
Cu
Fe
Ni
Si
Rm
A

5,2159
0,3585
1,2139
0,2510
0,0046
0,0059
0,2588
228,707
7,2439

0,0000
0,0800
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
150,00
2,0000

10,700
1,5000
6,5000
2,7000
0,0500
0,0300
1,0000
295,00
15,000

Standard
deviation
3,24134
0,25968
1,78290
0,62465
0,01304
0,00928
0,33983
37,5887
3,50557

3. STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS AND
VISUALIZATION

2. METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING THE
SURVEY

The most important task at this stage is to find an
opportunity to find a possible relation between the independent
parameters and the dependent characteristics in the
experimental research. The statistical analysis allows to
determine the uncorrelated input parameters of the experiment
that can be used to construct a regression model – the
percentage of elements in the magnesium alloy composition.
The limited number of observations does not make it possible to
draw conclusions on the statistical distribution of the observed
variables.

The methodology to conduct the research includes the
following steps:


Approximation of the dependencies between the
participating in the chemical compound of the
chemical alloy and its mechanical properties using
neural models.

Preliminary statistical analysis of the survey data with
visualization of the dependencies between the
observed quantities. This includes the determination
of the baseline (descriptive) statistical characteristics,
the presence of parametric correlation
in the
experimental research.
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients between the variables.
Variables

Al

Al
Mn
Zn
Cu
Fe
Ni
Si
Rm
A

Mn

1,000000
-0,620126
-0,471530
-0,446552
0,367573
0,180073
-0,013168
-0,021270
-0,324544

Zn

-0,620126
1,000000
0,289916
0,229913
-0,047708
-0,216358
-0,100364
0,030075
-0,021431

Cu

-0,471530
0,289916
1,000000
0,863515
-0,111306
-0,006764
-0,255629
0,157414
-0,034116

Fe

-0,446552
0,229913
0,863515
1,000000
-0,043246
0,064104
-0,117705
0,022081
-0,159779

0,367573
-0,047708
-0,111306
-0,043246
1,000000
0,201250
0,062923
-0,270441
-0,224916

Ni

Si

0,180073
-0,216358
-0,006764
0,064104
0,201250
1,000000
0,285475
-0,075156
-0,087665

-0,013168
-0,100364
-0,255629
-0,117705
0,062923
0,285475
1,000000
-0,324950
-0,229324

Rm

A

-0,021270
0,030075
0,157414
0,022081
-0,270441
-0,075156
-0,324950
1,000000
0,446598

-0,324544
-0,021431
-0,034116
-0,159779
-0,224916
-0,087665
-0,229324
0,446598
1,000000

The values of the statistically determined correlation
coefficients between the observed variables (two in two) are
shown in Table. 2. Generally, they have low values, most of
which are statistically insignificant (at p-level = 0.05).
Exceptions make several of the values in Table 2 which are
marked with a bold + italic font.

the result variables in the model. The coefficient values
obtained in both models for the most part, as well as the overall
ANOVA analysis of the models, proved to be statistically
insignificant (at p-level = 0.05). The construction of a linear
regression model is not a suitable solution for approximating the
relationships between variables in the experiment.

A matter of interest is the correlation coefficient between the
variables Rm and A due to the possibility to include them in a
joint model. This correlation coefficient is positive and
statistically significant with a value of 0.4446598. In Fig.1. a
diagram of the mutual correlation between the values of the
parameters Rm and A is shown.

Using neural models to approximate the relations
between the predictors and the resulting variables Rm and
A.
The problems encountered with the construction of the
statistical models, approximating the influence of the predictors
on the values of the Rm and A values resulted in the need to
look for modeling of the investigated relationships with other
means. To solve the specific problem, the approach was chosen
using neural models of the multilayer perceptron (MMP) type.
This approach is not a novelty, but it proves to be too effective
in cases where classical statistical methods do not work.
It allows for the compilation of approximation models in cases
where the relations between the observed values are
considerably more complex and sometimes implicit. Generally,
neural models are not related to statistical techniques, but are
regarded as self-contained outcomes of machine learning.
However, many authors note the computational similarity of
these models with the methods of statistical analysis.
The compilation of neural models describing
adequately the relations between the predictors and physicomechanical parameters Rm and A was performed with the
Automatic Neural Network Module of the popular Sstatistical
package Statistica 12. An experiment was carried out with over
2000 models for each of the approximations sought, the
selection being performed according to the value of the
correlation coefficients between the observed and calculated
result values (respectively for the learner, the test and the
validation set). The defined as the best neural models, as well as
the quality indicators, are shown in Table 3.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the correlated values of the variables Rm
and A.
4. MODELING STATISTICAL
DEPENDENCIES
WITH LINEAR REGRESION MODEL
The attempt to compile a linear multidimensional
regression model binding the predictors to the resultant
variables Rm and A did not give satisfactory results and
meaningful statistical evaluations of the model coefficients and
also of the overall significance of the regression model – most
likely due to the limited number of observations and the
absence of clear linear relationships between the predictors and

Table 3. Quality indicators of selected neural models for approximation of Rm and A.
Approximated
parameter
Rm
A

Network
type

SOS

Activation
function
Hidden layer
Logistic

Activation
function
Output
Identity

SOS

Logistic

Tanh

Learning

Test[ing]

Validation

Algorithm

Error

MLP 7-6-1 0,947569
MLP 7-100,952151
1

0,8861244

0,80383108

BFGS 93

0,9030694

0,90535722

BFGS 70

The following steps and assessments are included in
the analysis of the results of the numerical experiment on
modeling the investigated links:

- Compilation of two-dimensional diagrams for distribution of
observed (horizontal axis) and model (vertical axis) values. The
visual interpretation of the diagram shows a significant linear
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correlation between these values for both models (tensile
strength and relative elongation) corresponding to the values of
the correlation coefficients in Table 3.

They were composed of histograms of residual
distribution (differences between observed and modeled
values). The statistical parameters of these distributions are
respectively: for Rm – mean value –1,03232 and standard
deviation 14,21009; For A – an average value of –0.14856 and
a default deviation of 1.36316.
The trials, and the statistical distributions of the
residues for approximation with normal distribution did not
give satisfactory results. Applying the Chi-square criterion
showed values below the standard level of significance p-level
= 0.05, which is a statistical sign of a significant difference
between the observed and the theoretical distributions
The analysis of the results of the approximation with
the introduced neural models was supplemented with a
sensitivity analysis. The latter shows the relative importance of
the predictors in the formation of the values of the resultant
variables. For elaborated models these results are shown in
Table. 4. A significant influence of the predictor is if its value is
greater than 1.
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Fig. 2. Diagrams for distribution of observed (along the
horizontal axis) and modeled (along the vertical axis) values, a)
– Rm, b) – A.
Table 4. Sensitivity analysis for models, approximating Rm and A.

Rm
A

Model
MLP 7-6-1
MLP 7-10-1

Zn
92,063
12,926

Si
37,877
9,3068

Cu
21,068
5,54604

Based on the sensitivity analysis of the data, it can be
concluded that the strongest influence on the Rm parameter is
the zinc element, and for A the most influential element is
Aluminum.

Al
11,916
16,482

Fe
6,6961
6,70571

Mn
6,467061
2,58310

Ni
4,927017
12,1877

composition of the material. The output parameters are the
measured mechanical characteristics (Rm and A). The
approximation is performed separately for each of the
mechanical parameters. The selection of a suitable model is
made by playing a variety of versions, observing a suitable
criterion for assessing their quality. The classical approach to
assess the quality of the neuronal model takes the value of the
correlation coefficient between the data observed in the
experiment and the model values. The models used in this
research achieve comparatively high values of this criterion. For
the model approximating Rm it is 0.92, and for that
approximating A – 0.94, respectively.
The algorithm for constructing Pareto‘s front must take into
account the non-linearity of the relationships between the
control parameters in the problem and the criteria, as well as the
need to simultaneously support a set of non-dominated
solutions. These requirements are best matched by the nondominated sorted genetic algorithm NSGA II, which is iterative,
based on genetic optimization with random population
generation and tournament selection of individuals, and it
maintains non-dominated solutions in the form of several sorted
Point fronts (non-dominated decisions).
The incorporation of the approximate models in the overall
optimization model is done in the program code. The
application was written in Java and showed good solution
search efficiency.

5. ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRUCTING PARETOFRONT OF THE PROPERTIES OF MANGANESE
ALLOYS
The realization of this experimental-computational
approach requires the preliminary research of experimental data
in order to obtain approximating quantitative relationships
between them and subsequently to include the established
dependencies in a suitable optimization algorithm.
The steps to perform the research are as follows:
 Compilation of approximation models connect with
the parameters of the alloy composition to the
resulting physico-mechanical parameters;
 Selection of a suitable algorithm for building a Pareto
front;
 Incorporating the aproximation models in the
algorithm and realization as a programming tool.
On the first step are used the designed neural models of the
‘multilayer perceptron’ type, providing a reliable and adequate
approximation of the experimental results. The input parameters
of the model are the percentages of the observed elements in the
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Al
Mn
Zn
Cu
Fe
Ni
Si

Approximation
Model
–
Neural
Network
A

Rm

Approximations of Rm & A
Set of NonDominated
Solutions

Genetic
Optimization
Algorithm

NonDominated
Sorting –
NSGA II

Solution:
Pareto Front P*
Fig.3. A general block-diagram of the software model for building the Pareto front.
Table 5. Magnesium alloy compositions optimized by properties.
Zn [%]

Cu [%]

Fe [%]

Ni [%]

Si [%]

3,51268

Al [%]

Mn [%]
0,557133

3,642975

0,004866

0,043808

0,005287

0,025582

Rm [MPa]
293

7,619694

A [%]

4,36030

0,219954

4,835791

0,047128

0,045818

0,002579

0,122034

293

9,220627

5,848844

0,337508

5,056425

0,056994

0,039052

0,011206

0,131066

292,9999

11,13535

0,271841

0,578693

4,406906

0,249543

0,039151

0,014401

0,003857

292,9995

13,96775

6,453005

0,167483

6,251246

0,083834

0,048756

0,014193

0,09249

293

14,21138

2,3160

0,167483

6,251246

0,083834

0,049552

0,014193

0,09249

293

14,73484

2,1272

0,0853

3,92513

0,417189

0,002182

0,021437

0,188809

292,0306

14,7719

1,0797

0,531217

1,310215

0,306018

0,021915

0,029793

0,033673

290,1839

14,79963

1,0797

0,531217

1,310215

0,306018

0,018621

0,029793

0,033673

284,3487

14,86131

0,7495

0,650233

1,312941

0,018628

0,004774

0,025723

0,131576

249,7833

14,95381

2,1488

0,11675

1,148111

0,284934

0,008992

0,024215

0,132072

257,1124

14,91524

0,9256

0,218758

0,856158

0,02395

0,015513

0,029933

0,204648

227,4298

14,96082

The result from the implementation of the program is shown in
Figure 4 and in Table 5. The compositions of the optimal
properties of the magnesium alloys are shown. The graph of
algorithm-derived non-dominated solutions referring to the comaximized values of parameters Rm and A is shown.

6. CONCLUSION.
Neural models are established describing mechanical
characteristics of the amounts of alloying elements in
magnesium alloys, substantial for the exploitation properties of
the product. The proposed approach is suitable to determine a
composition with relatively best meanings of the values of the
selected mechanical indices. A multi-criteria approach is
applied to expertly assess the influence of alloy composition
elements on pre-selected quality indicators to improve the
mechanical properties of the products. The total sensitivity of
the approximation models is determined by two basic
mechanical indicators of a set of networks with varying degrees
of complexity, mathematical description and with different
degrees of correspondence between the predicted and the real
value for a wide variation range of the alloying elements. This
allows a more accurate automated prediction of alloy properties
depending on the composition and thermal treatment of the
alloy. New means confirmed facts already known in science
and practice.
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Fig.4. Pareto-front of non-dominated solutions for parameters
Rm and A
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MICROALLOYED STEEL UNDER TENSION AND BENDING CONDITION
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Abstract: The article deals with the influence of the loading rate in the interval from 1 to 1000 mm/min on the mechanical properties of
drawing steel sheet, used for the manufacture of automotive parts, under tension and bending conditions. It describes the aspects of material
characteristics under tension and bending conditions, while bending tests were made on notched specimens (a modified impact bending test).
With an increasing strain rate up to the critical value, the resistance of material against strain increases and hence the yield point and the
tensile strength increase, the deformation ability, the deformation homogeneity, the structure and the substructure after deformation, etc. are
changed. The paper presents knowledge that using a modified notch toughness test it is possible to achieve the formability characteristics
corresponding to dynamic strain rates even under the static loading.
Keywords: MICROALLOYED STEEL, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, DRAWING STEEL SHEET, BENDING, STRAIN RATE,
PRESSABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

1. Introduction
Table 1: Chemical composition of tested steels

The influence of the strain rate on the material characteristics is
systematically observed and the knowledge is generalized. With an
increasing strain rate up to the critical value, the resistance of
material against plastic strain increases and hence the yield point
and the tensile strength increase, the deformation ability, the
deformation homogeneity, the structure and the substructure after
deformation, etc. are changed. At a supercritical strain rate, which is
higher than the maximum dislocation movement rate, a brittle
failure occurs [1-4]. The sensitivity of steel to the strain rate
depends on its structure; therefore it is necessary to assess the
sensitivity of individual steel grades to the strain rate [5]. The
experimental determination of the influence of the strain rate on
mechanical properties, as well as the interpretation of obtained
results, is very demanding even today. Possibilities of replacing the
tensile test at various strain rates with simpler tests are looked for.
The notch toughness test, with a certain modification, can be
included among such tests [6 - 8].

%

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Al

Nb

Ti

V

steel

0,12

1,0

0,04

0,025

0,01

0,01

0,008

0,01

0,1

Samples were taken from the strip in the rolling direction and
flat test specimens for the tensile test and test specimens for the
modified bending test were made, (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

The increase of the production rate of pressings enables the
productivity increase. This route is the most utilized nowadays and
the strain rates are gradually approaching to rates corresponding to
dynamic loading.

Fig. 2 Shape and dimensions of the modified bending test (modified
notch toughness test) specimen.

2. Material and Experimental procedures
Experiments were made on light-gauge steel strip with the
gauge of 1 mm, made of galvanized microalloyed steel. Such steel
strips have higher strength properties, but also good plasticity even
at a low carbon content, due to microalloying with (Nb<0.008%)
and Ti (Ti<0.01%) combined with controlled hot rolling, and they
are used to manufacture loaded pressings for the automotive
industry Table 1. The microstructure of the tested sheet consists of
the ferritic matrix (see Fig. 1), in which the precipitates of
microalloying elements are uniformly distributed.
Fig. 3 Shape and dimensions of the tensile test specimen.

On the tensile machine INSTRON 1185, which makes it
possible to record the loading diagram on a computer via a
converter, tensile tests were carried out and using a fixture also
modified bending tests (notch toughness test) were carried out (see
Fig. 4). The distance of supports is in the modified. Bending test
was 27 mm; the mandrel shape was identical with the of the Charpy
hammer mandrel. The depth of the V notch was 0.5 x

Fig. 1 Microstructure of microalloyed steel.
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The results show that the strength properties of the tested steel
strip increase with an increasing loading rate (Fig. 5).

The influence of the loading rate on the yield point Re and the
tensile strength Rm in the tensile test can be described using the
following formula (1) [9,10]:

RV = Rvo + k.log v/vo

(1)

Where:
-Rv is the yield point or the tensile strength at the loading rate v

Fig. 4 Modified bending tests (notch toughness test).

-Rvo is the yield point or the tensile strength at the loading rate
vo = 1.67.10-5s-1

specimen height. The tests were carried out at four loading rates,
namely 1, 10, 100 and 1000 mm/min. The following mechanical
properties were evaluated: yield point, tensile strength, yield point
in bending, ultimate bending strength, strain hardening exponent
and stable plastic strain deflection (deflection from the force at the
yield point up to the maximum bending force). These mechanical
properties make it possible to determine basic characteristics for the
assessment of the press ability of the tested sheet at selected loading
rates. Table 2 shows mechanical properties microalloyed steel in
static condition.

-k is a material constant expressing the sensitivity of the tested
steel to the loading rate.

Table 2: Mechanical properties of tested material in static
condition.
Microalloyed
steel
Thickness
[mm]
Yield strength
Rm [MPa]
Proof stress
Rp0,2 [MPa]
Contraction
A5 [%]
Ductility
Z [%]

1
410
340
20
49

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Mechanical properties

Fig. 6 Dependence of mechanical properties on the loading rate in the
modified bending test.

The experimental results of the influence of the loading rate on
the observed mechanical properties using the tensile test and the

Fig. 6 shows that in the modified bending test the course of the
Reo, Rmo – loading rate relationship is exponential, which means that
the strain rate ε in this test is higher than 1 s-1. Using calculations
and microscopic measurements, the deformed area in the notch was
determined and then the strain rate in the notch was calculated.
The relationship between the loading rate and the yield point in
bending Reo and the ultimate bending strength Rmo in the modified
bending test is different from the tensile test and can be described as
follows formula (2, 3) [9 -11]:
Rε = Rε + k.log (ε/εo)

(2)
-1

at the strain rate up to 1 s , and
Rε = Rε + k.log (ε/εo)n

(3)
2 -1

at the strain rate from 1 to 10 s .
One-way load of the material with a higher mechanical tension
than a certain limit value causes the breakdown of the breakage and
its gradual growth until the cohesion of the material, the parts of
which are separated to form new free surfaces - fracture surfaces
bending test (modified notch toughness test) are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Dependence of mechanical properties on the loading rate in the
tensile test
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At speeds load 1000 mm/min is visible indication (facets)
intergranular ductile fracture.
The values of strength and plasticity properties determined
using the modified bending test are, when compared with the tensile
test, influenced by the loading method and the notch effect. This
fact was taken into account in such a way that we put into line the
values of the yield point and the strength values. A similar way was
used for the strain hardening exponent n and the stable plastic strain
deflection
On the basis of these considerations, Figure 5 shows the graph
of the influence of the strain rate on the strength properties of the
tested material in the tensile test and the modified bending test and
Figure 7 shows the influence of the strain rate on the Re/Rm ratio,
the strain hardening exponent and the stable plastic strain deflection
hr.

Fig. 7 Dependence Re, Rm, from the load speed at modified bend test

3.2 Fracture Analyses
In the fracture areas, we see a gradual, asynchronous loss of
interatomic bonds under the effect of shear stresses. It is realized by
skid movement of dislocations. The tested microalloyed steel is a
ductile violation that arises from a hollow mechanism. Hole
morphology is the result of a ductile material fracture

4. Conclusions
The paper analyses the influence of the loading rate ranging
from 1 to 1000 mm/min on the mechanical properties of
microalloyed steel under tension and modified bending conditions
(modified notch toughness test). It results from the analysis that:
the strain rate in the modified bending test is 2,3-times
higher than that in the tensile test at the same loading rate, which
means that using this test it is possible to determine material
characteristics corresponding to dynamic strain rates at the static
loading

Fig. 8 Fracture area at a load speed
of 1mm/min 200x

Fig. 9 Fracture area at a load speed
of 1mm/min 2 000x

after making a correction resulting from the different
loading and the notch effect, in the modified bending test it is
possible to obtain the relationship between the material
characteristics and the strain rate, corresponding to the uniaxial
tension conditions
with the increase of the strain rate in the interval from 100
to 1000 mm/min, the yield point and the yield point/strength ratio of
the tested steel significantly increase.

Fig. 10 Fracture area at a load
speed of 100 mm/min 200x

Fig. 11 Fracture area at a load
speed of 100mm/min 2 000x

- At the loading rates monitored, samples were broken by a
ductile fracture, which is performed by a cavity mechanism. The
result is the fracture morphology of the fracture surface. At 1000
mm / min load speeds, a hint of intercrystalline ductile violation is
seen.
Load speed (1 to 1000 mm / min) affects strength and deformation
characteristics only slightly, meaning that steel products can be
formed at a high speed up to 1000 mm / min. This fact means
shortening the production cycle and thus increasing the financial
benefits.

Fig. 12 Fracture area at a load speed
of 1000 mm/min 200x

Fig. 13 Fracture area at a load
speed of 1000mm/min 2 000x

Fig. 8, 9 at speeds 1 mm/min, the ductile fracture is an even
morphological hole where the holes are deep. Cavity coalescence is
visible in small magnifications. The fracture characteristic of (Fig.
10, 11) at a load speed of 100 mm / min is similar to that of 1 mm /
min. More pronounced is the cavity coalescence in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of the tension. At a load speed of 1
000 mm min, the angle of rupture is increased (Fig. 13), a fairly
uneven surface is formed, the wells are smoother. (Fig. 12) we can
see a large particle trap, because it did not manage to pass through
the whole process of ductile morphology with a hole morphology.
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EFFECT OF RARE-EARTH METALS (Dy, Tb, Sm, Nd) ON STRUCTURE AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE Mg-Y-Gd-Zr SYSTEM ALLOYS
ВЛИЯНИЕ РЕДКОЗЕМЕЛЬНЫХ МЕТАЛЛОВ (Dy, Tb, Sm, Nd) НА СТРУКТУРУ И СВОЙСТВА
СПЛАВОВ СИСТЕМЫ Mg-Y-Gd-Zr
Prof. Rokhlin L.L., PhD. Lukyanova E.A., PhD. Dobatkina T.V., Tarytina I.E., Korolkova I.G.
Institution of Russian Academy of Sciences A.A. Baikov Institute of Metallurgy and Material Science RAS, Moscow, Russia,
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Abstract: Kinetics of ageing, structure and the strength characteristics of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr system alloys of compositions near to that of the
IMV7-1(~5%Y, ~5%Gd, ~0.5%Zr, remainder Mg) alloy were studied. It was established, that alloying of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr alloys with Dy,
Tb, Sm, Nd results in strengthening of them at room and elevated temperatures both in homogenized and in aged states. Meanwhile, after
addition of samarium or neodymium the ageing time needed for substantial strengthening becomes shorter, after addition of terbium it did
not change actually and after addition of dysprosium it became longer. Therefore, the strengthening ageing for the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr alloys after
addition of Nd, Sm or Dy requires certain corrections.
KEYWORDS: MAGNESIUM ALLOYS, RARE-EARTH METALS, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, SOLID SOLUTION DECOMPOSITION,
STRUCTURE.

commercial Mg-Zr master-alloy Mg-9.6%Zr. The alloy melts
prepared in crucibles were cast into the steel mould heated up to
750°C, which was immersed slowly then into cold water
(method of the direction solidification). Such a method of
casting enabled to obtain the sound ingots with even structure
and without shrinkage cavities. Dimensions of the obtained
ingots amounted ~100 mm in length and ~25 mm in diameter.
The prepared alloys were investigated by methods of the
optical microscopy, hardness measurements at room and 250°C
temperatures and determination of the tensile mechanical
properties. As far as the studied alloys were the heat treatment
strengthening ones [3], their characteristics were determined in
two states, after homogenization and after additional ageing.
Homogenization of ingots was performed at 515°C for 6 hours
with enough fast cooling resulting in them formation of the
magnesium supersaturated solid solutions. Following ageing was
conducted with the regime 200°C, 24 h. The above mentioned
ageing time was chosen basing on the results obtained in this
work, where the ageing kinetics of the prepared alloys was
specially studied at 200°C with total ageing time up to 128 h.

1. Introduction
Magnesium alloys are attractive as light structural materials
for applications in a number of constructions, where the saving
weight is of a great importance. In connection with this an
improvement of mechanical properties of magnesium alloys is
quite important in practice. One of the ways in this direction is
use of different rare-earth metals as alloying elements (REM)
[1,2]. In this case, for alloying of magnesium alloys can be taken
simultaneously several REM. The examples of such alloys are
those of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr system ones including the alloy of the
mark IMV7-1, containing about 5%Y, 5%Gd, 0.5%Zr
demonstrating a high level of the strength properties [3]. Two the
rare-earth metals, yttrium and gadolinium are present in this
alloy, but the REM exist always in ores together and, therefore,
it is possible, that some of the other rare-earth metals will be also
present in IMV7-1 as impurities This circumstance makes to be
quite important the knowledge about possible change of
structure and properties of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr alloys, including the
alloy IMV7-1depending on presence of other rare-earth metals in
them. As a result, this work started with the aim to investigate
effects of such rare-earth metals, as samarium, neodymium,
dysprosium, and terbium on structure and properties of the alloy
IMV7-1.

3. Results and discussion
The kinetics of the supersaturated magnesium solid
solution decomposition is characterized by the results of the
hardness measurements, presented in Fig.1. The indicated curves
of the hardness change with increasing ageing time have the
same form for all alloys, which is typical for the binary
magnesium alloys with the rare-earth metals of the yttrium
subgroup.(Y, Gd, Tb, Dy). The main characteristic feature of
them is existence of the certain incubation stage with slow
hardness increase [3]. However, duration of this stage and onset
time of the next stage with steep hardness increase turned out to
be different for each alloy depending on its composition. In the
case of samarium and neodymium addition into the initial alloy
IMV7-1 duration of the incubation stage of the magnesium solid
solution decomposition shortens from eight to two hours with the
hardness values increasing substantially. Terbium does not
change actually duration of the incubation stage insignificantly
increasing the hardness values. Addition of dysprosium into the
alloy IMV7-1 increases duration of the incubation stage of the
solid solution decomposition up to values being more, than eight
hours.

2. Materials and methods
The investigations were conducted using the cast alloys
containing yttrium, gadolinium and zirconium in quantities
corresponding approximately to their mean contents in the alloy
IMV7-1 (Mg-5%Y-5%Gd-0.5%Zr, mass composition) [3].
Contents of added dysprosium and terbium were near those of
yttrium and gadolinium and amounted 3-7%. Contents of
samarium and neodymium were not more, than their maximal
solubilities in magnesium solid solutions in the binary systems
and amounted 2-5%Sm, 2%Nd [4].
The alloys for investigation were prepared by melting in
the electrical resistance furnace in steel crucibles under Russian
protecting flux of the mark VI2, consisting of 38-46% MgCl2,
32-40% KCl, 3-5% CaF2, 5-8% BaCl2, 1,5% MgO, <8%
(NaCl+CaCl2). The initial metals for the preparation of the
alloys were magnesium MG95 (>99,95%Mg), yttrium ItM-1
(>99,83%Y), gadolinium GdM-1 (>99,85%Gd), dysprosium
DyM-1 (99,83%Dy), samarium SM-1 (>99,83% Sm),
neodymium NM-1 (>99, 83%Nd) (Russian standard marks). All
the mentioned rare-earth metals were added into the Mg melts
during melting as the preliminary prepared master-alloys of the
same initial metals. Zirconium was added into the melts as the
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in it. Additional strengthening of the homogenized alloys after
ageing can be explained by decomposition of the magnesium
supersaturated solid solutions accompanied with precipitation of
the hard particles of the metastable phases consisted of
magnesium and the rare-earth metals [6].
Effects of Dy, Tb, Sm, Nd on properties of the IMV7-1 alloy at
elevated temperatures were estimated basing on the hardness
values obtained at the respective tests at 250°C (Table2).
Table 2. Hardness of magnesium alloys at test temperatures
20°C and 250°C

Fig.1. Hardness change of the magnesium alloys with increasing
time during ageing at 200°С
Using the obtained results of ageing kinetics and taking
into account the necessity of the conjunction of high strength and
acceptable plasticity, the ageing time for the tensile tests with
determination of the mechanical properties of the alloys was
chosen to equal 24 hours at 200°C. Such a time value
corresponded approximately a half of time for achievement of
the maximal strengthening during ageing at the second stage.
Results of the tests with determination of the mechanical
properties of the alloys at room temperature are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr-Dy (Tb, Sm,
Nd) alloys at room temperature in homogenization state and in
ageing after homogenization state

The obtained hardness values indicate, that the alloys
containing additional REM resist more against heating as
compared with the IMV7-1 alloy and the wide spread Russian
cast commercial alloy with the ML5 mark of the Mg-Al-Zn-Mn
system.
Investigations of the alloy structures indicated existence of
white Mg solid solution matrix with enough large grey
inclusions of the second phases in them in state after casting.
These second phases were evidently compounds of Mg with the
REM formed during crystallization without equilibrium. Along
with them the very small dark inclusions of αZr phase were
observed, as well (Fig.2a). After homogenization structures of
the alloys consisted only of the magnesium solid solution grains
with small αZr dark inclusions inside of them (Figs.2b-d). As a
result, the conclusion can be made, that during homogenization
the rare-earth metals dissolve into magnesium solid solution
completely. Disperse precipitates formed during decomposition
of magnesium supersaturated solid solution, which promote
strengthening of the alloys after ageing were not observed using
optical microscopy because of small dimensions of them.

As one can see, all studied alloys demonstrate high level of
the strength properties as compare them with the strength
properties of the Russian standard cast commercial magnesium
alloy ML5 (Russian version of the well-known commercial cast
alloy AZ91) (Mg-Al-Zn-Mn) [5]. Ageing results in additional
increase of the strength properties of the homogenized alloys,
especially tensile yielding stress (TYS), but in significant
decrease of the plasticity. It is reasonable to note, that the partial
replacement of yttrium or gadolinium with dysprosium,
samarium or terbium do not results in deterioration of the
strength properties of the IMV7-1 alloy. The high level of the
strength properties of the alloys in the homogenization state is
ensured by creation of the rich magnesium supersaturated solid
solution with actually complete dissolution of alloying elements
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neodymium addition enables to save energy consumption for
production of them during heat treatment.

4. Conclusion
Existence of dysprosium, terbium, samarium and
neodymium in magnesium alloys of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr system
with the alloying element contents near those in the alloy IMV71 does not results in change of the general kinetics character for
the magnesium supersaturated solid solution decomposition and
strengthening effect during ageing.
Additional alloying of the magnesium alloys of the Mg-YGd-Zr system of the IMV7-1 type by samarium or neodymium
results in acceleration of the magnesium supersaturated solid
solution decomposition accompanied with strengthening during
ageing. Addition of dysprosium to these alloys increase duration
of the first incubation stage of the decomposition and addition of
terbium does not actually change its duration.
Additions of dysprosium, terbium, samarium and
neodymium increase the strength properties (hardness, tensile
yielding stress, tensile stress) of the Mg-Y-Gd-Zr system alloys.
The high strength of this type alloys retains also at elevated
temperatures.

5.
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Fig. 2 Microstructure of the alloys: Mg-5%Y-5%Gd-3%Sm0.5%Zr (а,b), Mg-5%Y-5%Gd-3%Dy-0.5%Zr (c), Mg-3%Y5%Gd-5%Tb-0.5%Zr (d), in cast (а) and homogenization at
515°С, 6 h (b-d) states
The obtained results of the investigation indicate, that
additives of Dy, Tb, Sm and Nd to the alloys of the IMV7-1 kind
favor their strengthening at room temperature and 250°C.
Shortening of the ageing time for achievement of the highest
strengthening for the IMV7-1 kind alloys by samarium or
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Abstract: Quantitative analysis of the phase composition of the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloys was carried out during operation
using the Thermo-Calc program (TCW5 version, TTTI3 database). Polythermal and isothermal cuts are plotted, design temperature values
of liquidus, solidus and transition into β-field during heating are given. Regarding the titanium alloy of the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system the effect
of annealing temperature on the microstructure of the alloy as well as on the alloying elements content in α and β–phases was studied using
the scanning electron microscopy method.
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provide the opportunity to assess the effect of individual alloying
elements on the lines of solidus and liquidos and the formation of
the phase composition of the alloy during cooling and heating.
The calculation of polythermal cuts was made using
constant concentration of vanadium, zirconium (1,3% V and 2 %
Zr) and variable concentration of aluminium, molybdenum,
which allows to determine the extent to which these alloying
elements affect the temperatures of phase transitions, particularly
the transition into the β-field during heating (Тпп). The
fragments of polythermal cuts of the phase diagram of the Ti-AlV-Mo-Zr system are shown in Figure 1.

1. Introduction
Titanium alloys have a number of advantages compared
to other alloys: availability of both high strength and ductility,
low density ensuring high specific strength; heat resistance of up
to 600 oС, high resistance to corrosion in aggressive
environments [1, 3]. The required property package can be
attained as a result of alloying of titanium alloys. The alloying
elements contained in industrial titanium alloys together with
titanium form substitutional solid solutions and change the
temperature of allotropic transformation. The alloying of titanium
allows increasing its strength by 2 or 3 times and sometimes
increasing resistance to corrosion as well.
Polymorphism of titanium creates the opportunity to
improve the properties of titanium alloys using heat treatment
which allows enhancing their strength considerably with
relatively small decrease of their ductility. The distinction of
titanium alloys is that unlike steels annealing is the main type of
heat treatment and the required strength is achieved during the
formation of heterophase structures [3- 4].
In order to provide the required level of structural
condition and properties of the titanium alloys being developed,
it is necessary to carry out comprehensive theoretical and
experimental research on scientifically based choice of their
tailored compositions, advanced casting and treatment
techniques. The purpose of the work was to study the Ti-Al-VMo-Zr phase diagram and the effect of heat treatment on the
phase composition and structure of titanium alloys using both
design and experimental methods. This research aims at the
creation of a scientific base necessary for the validation of the
composition of multi-component titanium alloys.

2. Preconditions and means
resolving the problem

a)

for

2.1 Quantitative analysis of phase
composition of Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloys
Polythermal and isothermal cuts are used for semiquantitative assessment of the phase composition of multicomponent alloys. For titanium alloys the analysis was carried
out using the graphical technique [5]. However the possibilities
provided by the graphical technique are rather limited, especially
in the case of quaternary and more complicated systems. In this
work polythermal and isothermal cuts of phase diagrams based
on titanium were plotted with Thermo-Calc. Polythermal cuts

b)
Figure 1 – Fragments of polythermal cuts of Ti-Al-VMo-Zr system phase diagram
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a –1.3 % V, 2 % Zr, 1.3 Mo;
% Zr

formation of various phases. Calculations show that apart from α
and β phases this alloy may contain the intermetallic phase α2
(Ti3Al) which is not desirable as its presence leads to a decrease
in ductility [5, 6]. Interest here is also generated by the
determination of the proportions of excess phases (QM) affecting
considerably the performance characteristics of castings, which is
difficult to perform experimentally. The design values of α and β
phases ratio are given in Figure 3.

b –6.5 % Al, 1.3 %V, 2

Simulation demonstrated that when temperature is
decreased a series of intermetallic phases is formed in the alloys
being studied, in which case the alloys pass from a single-phase β
– field via a two-phase β+ α field into a three-phase α+ β+ β2
field and even a four-phase α+α2+ β+ β2 field.
The significant characteristics of all alloys are the lines
of solidus and liquidus that determine the melting, casting and
heat treatment conditions. As indicated in the figure the interval
does not exceed 5-6 C in the Al and Mo concentration field being
studied.
Imperfect crystallization, especially of titanium alloys,
generally results in considerable deviation of individual sections
of casting from the average value. Thus, castings are subjected to
annealing; during the annealing a composition, which is close to
an equilibrium composition, is formed.
Joint effect of aluminum, molybdenum and zirconium
(β – stabilizers) on the phase composition of the alloys being
studied was also calculated for the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system. The
fragments of isothermal cuts of the phase diagram of this Tisystem at 800 °С are shown in Figure 2.

a)

b)
Figure 3- Design values of α and β phases ratio of TiAl-V-Mo-Zr system alloys.
a - 800°С; b - 950°С
As indicated in the figure, in the temperature interval
from 800 to 950 0С the quantity of β-phase increases by 8 times
(from 10 to 80%), which suggests the presence of a phase
transition in this temperature region. Based on the above, it was
mass
decided
that the obtained calculation results shall be checked
using experimental samples of the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloys
containing (%): 6.5 Al, 1 V, 1 Mo, 2 Zr, and annealing at the
temperature of 800°С and 950°С.

a)

2.2 Experimental research technique
The research subjects were the casting fragments
(“corbel” type) of the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloy of industrial
production. 10х10х15 mm specimens cut from a casting were
annealed in a muffle furnace at 800 and 9500С. In order to
provide protection from corrosion during annealing, protective
coating was applied to the surface of the specimens in accordance
with the plasma-electrolytic oxidation process. After holding the
specimens were cooled down using two options: cooling in the
furnace and quenching in cold water.
The microstructure of the specimens was examined
using an optical microscope Axio Observer MAT and electron
scanning
microscopes
(SEM):
JSM-6610LV
and
TESCANVEGA 3. The latter are complete with an energydispersive add-on micro-analyzer INCA SDD X-MAX
manufactured by Oxford Instruments and software (INCA Energy
and Aztec) for microanalysis, construction of composition
sections, element distribution maps. The specimens for
metallographic research were prepared by means of mechanical

b)
Figure 2 – Fragments of isothermal cuts of phase
diagram of Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system at 800 °С:
a – 1.3 % V and 1.3% Mo; b – 2 % Zr and 1.3 %V
Thermo-Calc program enables the calculation of a huge
number of cuts in short time. Making such assessment using the
graphical technique is unfeasible for more complicated systems.
In this case calculation of the phase composition characteristics at
preset concentration of alloying elements and temperatures
becomes necessary.
Isothermal cuts at 800 ºС make it possible to analyze
the joint effect of the two elements Al, Zr and Al, Mo on the
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polishing. Polished sections were subjected to chemical etching
in a reagent containing 1 ml HF, 1.5 ml HCl, 2.5 ml HNO3, 95 ml
H2O, during 15 s.
Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloy structure belongs to the
conventional transformed β–type [7] and consists of the α-phase
of solid solution of alloying elements and additive agents in
titanium with hexagonal close-packed lattice, and of a small
quantity of the β –phase of solid solution of alloying elements
and additive agents in titanium with bulk-centered lattice.
Titanium alloys are hardened by heat treatment:
quenching or ageing. When annealed or quenched they have good
ductility, and high strength and resistance to heat after ageing [8,
9]. The more β-phase is contained in the alloy structure, the
stronger it is in the as-annealed condition and the more it is
hardened during heat treatment. The typical alloy microstructure
after heat treatment with different content of additive agents is
shown in Figure 3.

b)
Figure 3- Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloy microstructure after heat
treatment;
a) 800°С, b) 950°С
Use of electron scanning microscopes enables more
reliable phase identification compared to optical microscopy
which does not reveal changes during heat treatment as the phase
contrast is due to the difference in atomic numbers. Particularly
molybdenum-dressed (the heaviest element in the alloy
composition) β-phase looks lighter. Besides due to higher
resolving power an electron scanning microscope makes it
possible to determine the sizes of the plates having the thickness
of less than 1 μm.
The microstructure of the specimens obtained after
annealing at 800°С demonstrates small dark submicron α –phase
plates formed during cooling in the process of polymorphic
transformation and shaped like colonies and oriented in various
directions, as well as a small quantity of β–phase (Fig. 3 a). An
increase of up to 950ºС in the annealing temperature results in
the increase of the size and thickness of the α-plates and their
orientation in one direction, as well as 5inμm
the increase of the
proportion of β-phase (Fig. 3 b).
For the purpose of experimental determination of phase
composition several polished sections were analyzed. The results
are given in Table 1.

a)

Table 1- Phase composition of the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloy under consideration

Component content in phases at temperatures
Components
800 0C

950 0C

α

β

α

β

Al

6.7

4.9

7.6

6.2

Zr
Mo
V
Ti

2.1
0.8
1.4
89.1

2.5
8.2
4.9
79.5

1.7
0.2
0.7
89.7

2.2
1.8
2.0
87.8

As shown in the table the most significant difference in
the distribution between α and β phases is typical for
molybdenum and vanadium β-stabilizers. Particularly
molybdenum concentration in β-phase decreases from 8.2 to
1.8% as the temperature rises from 800 to 9500С, vanadium –
from 4.9 to 2.0%, while the change in zirconium concentration in
this phase is insignificant which is due to the fact that zirconium
is an analogue of titanium and isomorphically substitutes it in
these alloys.

3.

The conducted research of the structural condition of
the Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system alloys at various annealing
temperatures has shown that within the temperature range of
between 800 and 950°С the β-phase content sharply increases to
90%. In the meantime the concentration of β-stabilizing elements
Mo and V decreases in both α and β-phases, and the content of
aluminium and zirconium (isomorphic analogue of titanium)
changes insignificantly.
The work was carried out as part of the project No. 4521/GF4 –
Development of Future Titanium Alloys having High Strength
and Manufacturability – financed by 2015-2017 grants
provided by the Ministry of Education and Science of the
Republic of Kazakhstan

Conclusion

Using the Thermo-Calc program isothermal and
polythermal cuts of Ti-Al-V-Mo-Zr system were calculated,
which enables the assessment of the joint effect of two alloying
elements on the phase composition of the alloy being studied.
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INVESTIGATION OF HEAT RESISTANCE AND STRUCTURE OF LAYERED
REFRACTORY COMPOSITES REINFORCED BY CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS WITH
SILICON, CARBON, AND BORON
ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ЖАРОПРОЧНОСТИ И СТРУКТУРЫ СЛОИСТЫХ ТУГОПЛАВКИХ
КОМПОЗИТОВ, УПРОЧНЕННЫХ ХИМИЧЕСКИМИ СОЕДИНЕНИЯМИ С КРЕМНИЕМ,
УГЛЕРОДОМ И БОРОМ
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Abstract: In contrast to the melting technologies for the production of high-temperature alloys in the solid-phase technology developed by
us, a multi-layer structure of the future composite material is already set at the initial stage of the billet formation. In the work presented, the
billets were assembled from Nb- and Mo-foils with one or two-sided coatings of carbon or Si-B. Layered structures of composites were
formed during the diffusion welding of packets at 1500°C and a pressure of ~14 MPa. In the place of the coatings, layers of hightemperature carbides or intermetallic Si and B compounds with Nb and Mo formed, which occupied up to ~40% of the cross-sectional area
of the composites. The strength and crack resistance at room temperature, strength at a temperature of up to 1500 ° C, as well as the
modulus of elasticity and density were measured. The presence of intermetallides in the structure of composites leads to a decrease in their
density and an increase in the modulus of elasticity.
KEYWORDS: HEAT RESISTANCE, CRACK RESISTANCE, LAYERED COMPOSITE, LAYERED STRUCTURE, METAL MATRIX, SOLIDPHASE TECHNOLOGY, DIFFUSION WELDING, BENDING TESTS, INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND, MODULUS OF ELASTICITY.

alternating layers of intermetallic compounds and layers of Al solid
solution in niobium Nb(Al) were obtained as a result of diffusion
interaction between Nb- and Al-foils during the diffusion welding
of Nb/Al packets using pressure [1, 3]. As in our studies [3-5], the
phase composition of the interaction zone between niobium and
aluminum depended on the ratio tNb/tAl, where tNb and tAl are the foil
thicknesses of niobium and aluminum, respectively, and the final
welding temperature. After 1500°C in a composite with tNb/tAl =
1.4, a structure was formed from Nb(Al), Nb2Al, and Nb3Al.
The Nb-Al system is most simple for the use of solid-state
technology in that aluminum is a deformable metal. This makes it
easy to form the original multilayered packets from Nb- and Alfoils. To study the heat resistant layered composites with silicides,
carbides and borides during assembly of source packets used
metallic ribbons, respectively with coatings of silicon, carbon and
boron or mixtures thereof, applied by various methods.
The relevance of this work is to obtain and investigate the
heat-resistant material, which we believe can operate at higher
temperatures than not only the currently widely used (Ni-Al)-alloys,
but also alloys based on the Nb-Al and Nb-Si systems with
intermetallic hardening. As follows from our studies [6-8], alloys of
niobium with a directed eutectic (Nb)-Nb5Si3 at temperatures above
1300°C begin to degrade.
To achieve a higher temperature level of heat resistance than
that of the Nb-Si alloy, it is proposed to start by alloying its
silicide’s with carbon and boron. For example, the NbB2 boride
melts only at ~3000°C. This is almost 500°C higher than the
melting point of the silicide Nb5Si3 and exceeds the melting point of
Nb3Al by more than 900°C. Similar studies have been started with
the Mo-Si system. It was shown in [9] that the Mo-Si-B ternary
alloys possessed good heat-resistant properties at high temperatures.
The interaction of the components and the formation of the
orientation of the structure occurred in multilayered packets
composed of Nb and Mo foils with (Si-B) or (Si-C) coatings, during
their diffusion pressure welding. Multilayered composites of
niobium with carbide hardening were also studied. In this case,
multilayer packets of Nb-foils with a pyrolytic coating were welded.

1. Introduction
The result of many years of research on the heat resistance of alloys
for the aviation industry, which began in the early 1970s, were
alloys of the Ni-Al system. An important characteristic of a heatresistant material is its operating temperature. The use of structural
elements intended to work at elevated temperatures is always
limited by the specific strength of the alloy from which they are
made. This circumstance is due to the fact that an increase in the
operating temperature with simultaneous increase in the
mechanical characteristics of the alloy leads to a rapid expenditure
of its strength capabilities.
Due to this, at present, heat-resistant (Ni-Al)-alloys, whose
maximum melting point is slightly over 1600°C, began to fail to
meet the ever-increasing demands of the industry. To date, they
have reached their ceiling of operating temperatures equal to of
~1150°C, and they need an effective replacement.
Arising from this flow of information on heat-resistant
materials instead of Ni-Al system produced, mainly smelting
technology continues unabated. Most of the research fall on
niobium and molybdenum alloys with silicon and, to a lesser extent,
on Nb-Al alloys with intermetallic hardening. But the melting
method for the manufacture of products from heat-resistant alloys,
in particular gas turbine engine blades, is precision investment
casting, which was developed for the Ni-Al system. For hightemperature alloys Nb-Si and Mo-Si practical realization of such a
casting is associated with the need to develop new refractory and
inert with respect to melt the ceramic materials for the crucibles.
We have proposed and for almost a decade has been
developing a solid-phase technology for obtaining composite heatresistant materials of a layered type. It differs from traditional
methods of melting, for example, the method of directional
crystallization, in that the formation of the desired structure occurs
at the solid-phase interaction of layers, and the multilayeredness and
orientation of the structure is created at the initial stage of the
assembly of the packet. Heat resistance is provided by the creation
of 2-dimensional planar layered structures of intermetallic
compounds or carbides, and high crack resistance by a metal matrix,
which often has its own layered structure. We call it a second-order
structure. Solid-phase methods of obtaining heat-resistant
composite materials have recently shown increasing interest.
The essence of solid-state technology can be understood from
the following description. Layered composites consisting of

2. Composites Nb-Si-B и-Mo-Si-B
Packets assembly. The Nb/(Si-B)- and Mo/(Si-B)-packets were
assembled from Nb- and Mo-foils with an (Si-B) coating (Table 1).
Suspensions from a mixture of Si- and B-powders with a Si/B ratio
of 3 in polyethylene glycol were applied to the foils by the
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"staining" method. The width and length of the packets are 35 and
40 mm, respectively. The direction of the rolling foils – along the
length of the package.
Diffusion welding (DW). Welding of packets was carried out
in a vacuum (not lower than 10-4 mm Hg) installation with a
graphite heater designed for a maximum temperature of 1700°C and
a maximum load of 10 T. Polyethylene glycol was evaporated,
starting from ~ 200°C, as the packet was heated.

and boron in the silicide Mo5Si3, respectively. An analogous phase
composition had the middle region of IZ in Fig. 2b.

Table 1. Description of packets and modes of diffusion welding
Package escription and DW modes
Mo/(Si‒B)-1 packet
Mo-foil 50 μm thick with 2-sided (Si-B) coating
Mo-foil 50 μm thick with 1-sided (Si-B) coating
Total number of Mo-foils
The total number of double (Si-B)-coverings
Weight of all Mo-foils without coating – 10.370 g
The weight of the packet after DW is 10.880 g
The weight of all (Si-B) coatings is 0.510 g or
4.7% by weight
The thickness of the packet after DW is 1.10 mm
DW: 1500°С, 30 min at 10.5 MPa (1.5 Т) + 30
min at 14.0 MPa (2 Т)
Nb/(Si‒B) packet
Nb-foil 60 μm thick with 1-sided (Si-B) coating
Nb-foil 60 μm thick without (Si-B) coating
The total number of Nb-foils
The total number of (Si-B)-coverings
The weight of the packet after DW is 17.315 g
The thickness of the packet after DS is 1.7 mm
ДС: 1500°С, 1 ч при 14.0 МПа (2 Т)

Quantity,
pcs.
15
2
17
16

Fig. 1. The macrostructure of the cross-section of the Mo/(Si-B)-1
composite, which coincides with the Mo-foils rolling plane

21
1
22
21

Fig. 2. Composite Mo/(Si-B)-1. The microstructure of the
interaction zones between Mo and the coating with porous middle
(a) and with a small number of pores (b)
The middle of pollutants with a large number of pores (see
Fig. 2a) consisted of two phases: Mo5(Si,B)3 and Mo(B,Si). The Si
and B concentrations in the Mo5(Si,B)3 compound varied in favor
of boron from 35.0 Si and 3.4 at.%B to 23.1 Si and 14.4 at.% B or
from Mo4.93(Si2,80B0.27)3.07 to Mo5.00(Si1.85B1.15)3.00. A similar
composition change was observed in the Mo(B,Si) boride: from
37.9 B and 19.2 at.%Si to 42.0 Mo + 57.8 at.%B or from
Mo0.86(B0.76Si0.38)1.14 to Mo0.84B1.16 (+ 0.13 at.%Si).
Composite Nb/(Si‒B). Unlike Mo/(Si-B), the cross-sectional
structure of a composite with Nb was regular (Fig. 3a). Zones of
interaction (IZ) formed in situ (Si-B)-coatings occupying ~ 40% of
the cross-sectional area were alternated with bright layers of boron
solid solution in niobium Nb(B): from ~ 0 to 3.85 at.%B.

Layered structure studies
Composites of Mo/(Si-B). The macrostructure of the crosssection of the Mo/(Si-B)-1 composite (Figure 1) after diffusion
welding consisted of alternating layers of a light background and an
interaction zone (IZ) between molybdenum and an (Si-B) coating.
IZ were uneven in thickness – from their total absence to ~ 70 μm.
At a thickness of 40-70 μm (Fig. 2a), it has a large number of
Kirkendal pores inside. In pores of 20-30 μm thick, the pores were
kept in an insignificant amount (Fig. 2b). It would seem that with an
even smaller thickness, the number of pores would have to decrease
and result in their total absence. But, starting from a thickness of ~
20 μm, both the absence of pores and the existence of voids with a
length of up to several hundred microns were observed. And so
down to the complete absence of the diffusion layer. Such an
ambiguity in the change in the structure of IZ at their small
thicknesses can be explained by the fact that such voids can form in
the place of a fragile and not strong intermediate phase and,
therefore, tend to locally crumble at the preparation of a
metallographic section for microscopy.
In the Mo-layers near and at a certain distance from the IZ,
the boron content varied within the limits of 17-28 at.% and almost
no silicon. However, according to their state diagrams with
molybdenum, at 1500°C the solubility of boron in Mo is very small,
and silicon can be dissolved up to ~ 2 at.%. The compositions
obtained correspond to the eutectic region Mo(B) + Mo2B of the
Mo-B diagram, where Mo(B) is a solid solution of boron in Mo.
Phase structure of interaction zones. Their extreme layers of
thickness ~ 10 μm bordering the Mo(B) + Mo2B layers consisted of
molybdenum boride Mo2(B,Si) with silicon dissolved in it. The
averaged Mo, B, and Si contents in them are Mo1.87(B0.99Si0.14)1.13
and Mo1.74(B1.22Si0.04)1.26 for the IZ in Fig. 2a and b, respectively.
That is, in the boride Mo2B, which is located in the IZ with a small
amount of pores, Si is much less dissolved.
In the IZ with a porous middle between it and Mo2(B,Si),
there were 2-phase regions 20-25 μm thick (see Fig. 2a) consisting
of intermetallic compounds Mo(B,Si) ≡ Mo1.06 (B0.63Si0.31)0.94 and
Mo5(Si,B)3 ≡ Mo4.29(Si2.42B1.29)3.71 or solid solutions of Si in αMoB

Fig. 3. Macro- (a) and microstructure (b) of the cross-section of the
Nb/(Si-B) composite after DW in a plane parallel to the rolling
direction of Nb-foils
We will trace the phase composition of the IZ with the help of
Fig. 3b. Two of its outer layers of gray (1) bordering with Nb(B)
consisted of the intermetallic compound Nb5(Si,B)3, as the main
(matrix) phase and inclusions of Nb(B,Si). The composition of
Nb5(Si,B)3 varied from the silicide Nb5Si3 (boron-free) to
Nb5.24(Si1.76B1.00)2.76 with 12.5 at.% boron. The composition of the
inclusions corresponded to the formula Nb1.03(B0.74Si0.23)0.97.
The thin inner layer and the intermediate layers of dark color
(2) were single-phase and consisted of ternary intermetallic
compounds Nb(Si,B) ≡ Nb1.01(Si0.59B0.40)0.99 and Nb(Si,B)2 ≡
≡ Nb0.92(Si1.59B0.49)2.08, respectively.
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amount of carbon from 2.8 to 4.8 wt.% (15.3 – 24.4 at.%). And also
in the matrix there are inclusions corresponding to carbide Me2C,
where Me = Nb (52.8%), Ti (8.85%), Cr (1.15%) and Mo (0.9
at.%). Carbon is contained in an amount of 34.9 at.%.

Characteristics of high-temperature strength of composites.
The fracture toughness evaluation was carried out on samples with
a lateral notch, and to calculate the critical factor of stress intensity
K * under the conditions of plane deformation, the formula [10]
was used: K* = (PS/BW3/2)·f(a/W), where P is the maximum load, S
is the distance between the supports, B and W are the thickness and
height of the sample, and a is the value of the lateral incision along
the vertical. Tests of Nb/(Si-B) composites on crack resistance and
strength at room temperature were carried out at a perpendicular (⊥)
and parallel (||) application of the load with respect to the surface of
the layers.
Anisotropy of the structure of the material, led to a difference
in the values of K *, as well as the variance of their values. The
following fracture toughness values were obtained: K*⊥ = (13,0 ±
1,3) and K*|| = (12,0 ± 0,5) MPa·m1/2. The values of K * show that
the material occupies an intermediate position between traditional
ceramics and high-strength metal alloys.
The strengths σB when the load is applied in directions
perpendicular and parallel to the plane of the layers are σB⊥ = (600
± 180) MPa and σB|| = (790 ± 48) MPa, respectively. The higher
strength with parallel layer load can be explained by the higher
moment of resistance at bending of high modulus and high strength
"boridosilicidal" layers than with the load perpendicular to the
layers.
In Fig. 4 the results of testing for the composites Nb/(Si-B)
and Mo/(Si-B) at high temperatures in the range 1100-1500°C are
shown. The dependence σB(T) draws attention to the fact that the
values of the strength of about 250 MPa, which are satisfactory for
such temperatures, remain in the entire high-temperature interval.

Fig. 5. Macro- (left) and microstructure of the composite (right): 1,
2 and 3 - strengthening phases; 4 – pores
Mechanical tests using the 3-point bending method at 11001300°C showed the following results: the stretch of proportionality
σPR = 200–370 MPa, σB = 260–390 MPa. At room temperature, σB
= 320–540 MPa.

Fig. 6. Macro- and microstructures of the composite after welding at
1500°C and 14 MPa pressure for 3 hours in an atmosphere of CO

Fig. 4. Dependence of the strength σB of the composite samples
Nb/(Si-B) and Mo/(Si-B) on the test temperature at a perpendicular
load application with respect to the surface of the layers

2. Composite samples 2–4 thick and ~30–40×60 mm in size
were prepared by welding of multilayered packets composed of 30
Nb-foils 30 μm thick with a coating similar to the previous one, but
without Nb: 49.1Ti–19.8Mo–12.4Si–12.1ZrH2–3.8Cr–2.8 wt.%Al.
The multilayer structure (Fig. 6) consisted of layers of a
multicomponent alloy (Nb, Ti) of thickness ~ 30 μm alternating
with interlayers of approximately the same thickness from the
strengthening phases. The following phases are identified.
1. TiC carbide with 50.4Ti and 47.7 at.%C, in which 1.0%Nb
and 0.6 at.%Zr are dissolved.
2. Carbo-silicide Me (Si,C) ≡ Me1.05 (Si0.51C0.44) 0.95 with
content of the elements: 27.8Ti–14.5Nb–6.9Zr–2.5Al–0.6Mo–0.3
at.% Cr and 47.4 at.%(C + Si).
3. Viscous-plastic structural component (Nb,Ti), the
composition of which (based on the Nb–C diagram) varied from the
hypereutectic region β-Nb2C + (Nb) with 33.4 Nb and 30.1 at% Ti
to the Nb-solid solution with 91.6Nb and 5.6 at.%Ti. The content of
C varied from 22.1 ± 2.7 to ~0.2 at.%.

3. Composites with carbide-silicide hardening
1. A composite obtained from a packet with 30 Nb-foils having a
one-sided suspension coating from a mixture of Nb-Ti-Cr-Mo-SiAl-ZrH2 powders was studied. Welding of the packet and solid
phase formation of the layered structure occurred at 1500°C under a
pressure of 8.4 MPa for 5 hours in a CO atmosphere. The macroand microstructure of the cross section of the packet is shown in
Fig. 5.
Three strengthening phases are distinguished, different in
composition and color contrast: 1) TiC carbide with 47.3 ± 0.8 Ti
and 51.2 ± 1.1 at.% C, in which are dissolved from 0.4 to 1.1 Nb
and from 0.4 to 0.7 at.% Zr; (2) carbidosilicide
Me0.975(C0.51Si0.49)1.025 containing 29.5 ± 5.4 Ti, 11.7 ± 4.6 Nb, 5.4 ±
0.6 Zr, 1.3 ± 0.1 Al, 0.7 ± 0.5 Mo and ~0.2 at.% Cr; (3) Nb5Si3
intermetallide containing 53.7 Nb, 30.6 at.% Si, and 15.0 at.% C,
the balance being 0.45% Ti and 0.2 at.% Cr; (4) pores formed
during the grinding of the sample, in places where the brittle phase
is deposited.
The remaining volume was a layered viscous-plastic matrix
whose composition varied from Nb-solid solution with ~99.5
wt.%Nb to (Nb‒Ti)-alloy with 67‒76% Nb and 20–15 wt.%Ti.
Significant concentrations have: Mo – from 1.1 to 5.6%, Cr – from
1.7 to 2.0% and Al – from 0.8 to 1.1% by weight. In addition, the
alloy contains silicon – from 0.3 to 0.4 wt.% and a sufficient

4. Niobium composites with carbide hardening
Before the assembly of the Nb/CNbC/CNbC/... packets,
CNbC foils were prepared. These are Nb-foils with a 2-sided
pyrolytic coating deposited in one experiment on both surfaces of
niobium at 1100°C by decomposition of methane CH4. Two modes
of DW packets were used: 1500°C for 30 min and 2 h at a pressure
of 8.2 and 32.7 MPa, respectively.
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The light layers (Nb) in both composites were an Nb-solid
solution with a carbon content of 1.2 ± 0.6 and 0.5 ± 0.4 wt.%
(Figures 7a and b, respectively). Solid gray layers in the composite
1CNbC/CNbC (a) - Nb4C3-x carbide with a concentration of 37.2 ±
1.6 at.%C. The same layers in the 2nd composite (b) contained 24.7
± 1.1 at.%C and consisted of Nb2C carbide.

multicomponent coatings, it has been shown that by solid-state
technology can produce layered composites with structures of a
viscous-plastic matrix and high-temperature carbide and carbidesilicide phases. Carbon contained only in the atmosphere of the
chamber in the form of CO at a residual pressure of ~10-4 mm Hg.
Due to its atomic mobility, it penetrated into the structural
components of the composites. With the participation of carbon,
strengthening phases in the form of (Ti-Nb)-carbide and layers of
carbide-silicide compounds Me(C,Si) were formed.
3. A composite with a layered structure hardened by carbide
layers was prepared by the DW under the pressure of multilayer
packets of Nb-foils with a 2-sided pyro-carbon coating. Its structure
was characterized by the alternation of the layers of the solid
solution C in Nb and the layers consisting of NbC1-x and Nb2C or
NbC1-x and Nb4C3-x carbides. The stretch of proportionality of PC at
room temperature of such composites was 935-980 MPa. For a
multilayer Nb/Nb composite, the σPR = 290-300 MPa. At 1100°C, a
layered composite containing 33.6% by volume of carbide layers
had σPR of 495-510 MPa.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of the composites 1CNbC/CNbC and
2CNbC/CNbC after DW for 30 min under a pressure of ~8 MPa (a)
and 2 h under a pressure of ~33 MPa (b), respectively
Discrete inclusions of dark color located along the boundaries
of continuous carbide layers in 1CNbC/CNbC and 2CNbC/CNbC
composites contained 61.5 ± 3.5 and 54.8 ± 1.5 at.% C,
respectively, which is more than 50 at.%, and exceeds the
boundaries of the NbC1-x existence region. But there are no other
niobium carbides other than NbC1-x with a carbon content
exceeding the C content in Nb4C3-x. Therefore, we believe that dark
inclusions are nothing more than carbide NbC1-x.
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Fig. 8. Dependences of σPR () and σB () on the test temperature
for the 1CNbC/CNbC composite at P ⊥ (ab)
The results of mechanical tests at temperatures up to 1100°C
and a load P perpendicular to the layers were carried out for a
composite with DW for 30 min. Voltage σB in the temperature range
from 700 to 1100°C dropped ~750 to ~550 MPa.

5. Conclusion
1. By solid-state interaction in process of diffusion welding of
multilayer packets composed of thin Mo- and Nb-foils with
suspension (Si-B) coatings layered composites containing
intermetallic of metals with B and Si as potential hardening phases
were obtained. Room strength flexural tests for perpendicular (⊥)
and parallel (||) orientations of load application and rolling direction
of Nb-foil showed σB⊥ = (600 ± 180) and σВ|| = (790 ± 48) MPa. A
significant variance for σВ⊥ leveled the expected difference in
strength values σВ⊥ and σВ||. High-temperature tests of Nb/(Si-B)
and Mo/(Si-B) composites in the interval 1100-1500°C showed a
satisfactory result for such temperatures – the strength of σB⊥ of the
order of 250 MPa, which was preserved throughout the temperature
range. The tests for crack resistance showed that the material
occupies an intermediate position between ceramics and highstrength metal alloys. But composites have the potential to increase
it by optimizing the microstructure of the interaction zones, varying
the parameters of DW. The studies were of a "pilot" nature. Both
composites have reserves for increasing fracture toughness. Studies
on creep resistance at high temperatures and optimization of the
initial composition and regimes of DW are also necessary. This
determines the direction of further research.
2. With the example of composites prepared by welding of
multilayer packets made up of Nb-foils with suspension
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STRUCTURE, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND CORROSION RESISTANCE
OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY WE43 AFTER EQUAL-CHANNEL ANGULAR PRESSING
СТРУКТУРА, МЕХАНИЧЕСКИЕ СВОЙСТВА И КОРРОЗИОННАЯ СТОЙКОСТЬ МАГНИЕВОГО
СПЛАВА WE43 ПОСЛЕ РАВНОКАНАЛЬНОГО УГЛОВОГО ПРЕССОВАНИЯ
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Abstract: ECAP was conducted using route Bc with an angle of 120° between the die channels and a stepwise decrease of temperature from
the initial 425 °C to 300 °C at the final, 12th pass. The cumulative equivalent strain the ECAP billets underwent was about 7.8. The structure
examination showed that ultrafine-grained structure with the grain size of 0.69 – 1 μm was formed during ECAP process. In addition,
particles of the phase Mg12Nd with an average size of 0.45 μm were formed. The refinement of the microstructure resulted in an improvement
of the mechanical properties of the alloy. After ECAP, the strength characteristics of the alloy increased to the levels of ultimate tensile
strength of 300 and yield strength of 260 MPa to be compared to those for the initial state (220 MPa and150 MPa, respectively). At the same
time, the ductility increased to 13.2 %, which compares favourably with the initial value of 10.5 %. The ECAP process does not affect the
resistance to electrochemical corrosion. The rate of chemical corrosion was found to be reduced owing to the ECAP processing.
KEYWORDS: MAGNESIUM ALLOYS, SEVERE PLASTIC DEFORMATION, EQUAL CHANNEL ANGULAR PRESSING, ULTRAFINE
GRAINED STRUCTURE, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES, CORROSION RESISTANCE

1. Introduction
The magnesium alloy WE43 (Mg-4%Y-3%(Nd+RE)-0.5%Zr) is a
high-strength casting alloy, which finds successful applications in
the aerospace and automotive industries. It is also a promising
material for medical application due to its good biocompatibility [1,
2]. However, modification of the alloy is necessary for the
successful use of the alloy by improving the strength characteristics,
as well as corrosion resistance. There are a number of works
devoted to severe plastic deformation (SPD) of WE43 alloy [3-14],
including equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) [15-17]. They
demonstrated that the use of SPD process allows to refine the grain
up to 30 nm [14], resulting in substantial hardening of the alloy. In
addition, it was shown in [18, 19] that ultrafine-grained (UFG) and
nano structure makes it possible to improve the corrosion resistance
of magnesium alloys. Based on this, it can be concluded that the
SPD is a promising treatment for increasing both strength and
corrosion resistance. Therefore, the purpose of this work was to
study the structure, mechanical properties and corrosion resistance
of the magnesium WE43 alloy after equal-channel angular pressing.

Fig. 1. Deformation scheme of the alloy during ECAP process.
The evaluation of mechanical properties was carried out by
performing uniaxial tension tests at room temperature. The tests
were carried out on an Instron1096 test machine at a strain rate of
1.5 mm/min on samples with a working length l equal to 15 mm and
a working diameter d equal to 3 mm.
Corrosion resistance was evaluated by the potentiodynamic
polarization, weight loss and hydrogen evolution methods in a 0.9%
NaCl solution (pH = 7). All electrochemical tests were carried by
VMP potentiostat controlled by EC-Lab software (Bio-logic). The
setups were using PAR flat cell which has a “three electrode
configurations” (working electrode, saturated calomel reference
electrode and Pt-mesh counter electrode). Previously, the material
was subjected to mechanical grinding on abrasive paper with
gradually decreasing granularity (from P800 to P2500). Scanning
was performed with a scan rate equal to 1 mV per second in the
range from 100 mV below the open circuit potential (OCP) to -1000
mV. The dwell time prior to the commencement of the scan, which
is necessary that the surface to form an electrical double layer
(EDL) and associated redistribution of species in the electrolyte was
10 minutes [20]. The number of scan repetitions was 5 for each test
sample. Before each scan, the sample was repolished. The weight
loss and hydrogen evolution tests were carried out in a 0.9% NaCl
solution (pH = 7) at room temperature and 37 °C [20, 21]. The test
duration was 1 day for both methods of corrosion resistance
assessment. Samples after weight loss tests were washed in a
cleaning solution consisting of 200g Cr2O3, 10g AgNO3, 20g
Ba(NO3)2 and distilled water to make 1 liter of solution for 1 minute
to remove corrosion products, and then weighed on an electronic
balance GR 200. Calculation of the corrosion rate was performed
according to ASTM G1 (Standard Practice for Preparing, Cleaning,
and Evaluation Corrosion Test Specimens).

2. Materials and Methods
In this paper we used a commercial WE43 (Mg-4%Y-3%(Nd+RE)0.5%Zr, wt.%) alloy. As an initial state, the ingot was homogenized
at 525 °C for 8 hours. The samples of cylindrical shape with a
diameter of 10 mm and a height of 80 mm were cut from the
obtained rod for ECAP. Route Bc ECAP was conducted using a die
with an angle of 120° between the channels for two regimes with
different temperatures of beginning and finishing of treatment. For
regime 1, the deformation temperature was reduced from 400 °C to
350 °C in increments of 50 °C. The alloy was deformed into 6
passes at each temperature. In case of the second regime the
temperature was reduced from 425 °C to 300 °C in increments of
25 °C. The alloy was deformed into 2 passes at each temperature.
The total number of passes was 12 for both regimes (Fig. 1), which
corresponds to a true strain equal of 7.8. The microstructure was
examined using an optical microscope Reichert MeF and a
transmission electron microscope (TEM) JEM 1400 operating at
120 kV. Samples for TEM analysis after ECAP were cut in the
longitudinal direction and then thinned to 150 μm. Further, the foil
was subjected to electrolytic etching in an electrolyte consisting of
75% CH3COOH and 25% HNO3 at -35 °C using a Struers TenuPol5 jet grinder.
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Fig. 3 and Table 2 demonstrate the results of potential dynamic
polarization tests. The obtained results showed that deformation by
ECAP practically does not influence on the resistance to
electrochemical corrosion of WE43 alloy. For regime 1, the
potential of corrosion remains equal within the error to the
corrosion potential in initial state (-1622 ± 19 mV and -1630 ± 34
mV, respectively). In case of regime 2, a slight decrease occurs to
the value of -1686 ± 8 mV. The values of the corrosion current
density, corresponding rate of corrosion, are the same within
experimental error for all three states of the alloy (21.30 ± 4.50
µmA/cm2, 16.18 ± 3.14 µmA/cm2 and 21.81 ± 6.50 µmA/cm2 for
initial state, ECAP regime 1 and ECAP regime 2, respectively).

3. Results and Discussion
There are equiaxed grains of a supersaturated magnesium solid
solution of 70 μm in the alloy after homogenization at 525 °C and
subsequent cooling in air. An ultrafine-grained structure with the
average grain size of 1.00 ± 0.14 μm for regime 1 and 0.69 ± 0.13
μm for regime 2 is formed during the ECAP (Fig. 1). The
occurrence of high-angle boundaries is confirmed by ring-like
electron diffraction patterns with a number of point reflexes.
Furthermore, the particles of the equilibrium Mg12Nd phase of 0.41
± 0.18 μm and 0.45 ± 0.18 μm in size were observed in both cases
(for regimes 1 and 2, respectively). It was shown in [14] that the
HPT process accelerates the decomposition of a supersaturated
magnesium solid solution, by forming a larger number of defects
that act as a substrate for nucleation of particles. It should be noted
that a similar effect appeared in case of ECAP, since the
decomposition of the supersaturated magnesium solid solution
occurred already during deformation and heating process of the
treatment. It is also worth noting that we observed the deformation
twins in the structure after ECAP in case regime 2 (Fig. 2 d). The
smaller grain and the existence of twins in the structure of the alloy
after deformation by regime 2 can be probably caused by the lesser
end temperature of deformation compared with regime 1.

(a)

Fig. 3.
Polarization
curves
(potential E
in volts with
respect to a
saturated
calomel
electrode
(SCE) vs.
current j) for
the WE43
alloy in the
initial state
and after
ECAP for
regime 1 (a)
and regime
2 (b).

(b)

Table 2. Results of PDP tests of the WE43 alloy in the initial state
and after ECAP treatment
Treatment
Ecorr, mVSCE
jcorr, µmA/cm2
Initial state
-1630 ± 34
21.30 ± 4.50
ECAP Regime 1
-1622 ± 19
16.18 ± 3.14
ECAP Regime 2
-1686 ± 8
21.81 ± 6.50

(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. Microstructure of WE43 alloy in initial state (a) and
after ECAP for regime 1 (b) and regime 2 (c, d).

At the same time, the study of resistance to chemical corrosion
revealed an improvement in corrosion resistance after ECAP. Fig. 4
shows the results of measuring the corrosion rate by weight loss
(WL) and hydrogen evolution (HE) methods at room temperature
and 37 °C. It can be seen that the corrosion rate after ECAP for both
regimes is lower than the corrosion rate in the initial state, both for
tests at room temperature and 37 °C. Laws of weight loss rate
change and evolving of hydrogen are similar and identical to the
experimental errors (Table 3). Increasing of the test temperature to
37 °C does not significantly affect the corrosion rate, but increases
within the experimental error. Only samples processed by ECAP for
regime 2, which demonstrate significant growth both the rate of
degradation and the rate of evolution of hydrogen, and samples in
the initial state, whose hydrogen evolution rate also increases, are
the exception. Probably, the higher corrosion rate after the second
regime of ECAP compared with the first regime ECAP is caused by
the existence of deformation twins in the structure, which can have
a negative effect on the corrosion resistance of the alloy.

The refinement of the structure during ECAP process leads to
strengthening of the WE43 alloy. For regime 1, the values of the
yield strength increases up to YS = 180 MPa and the ultimate
tensile strength – up to UTS = 250MPa compared with the initial
state (150 MPa and 220MPa, respectively) with a slight decrease in
ductility from 10.5 to 7%. However, the increase in ductility up to
13.2% occurs along with an increase in the ultimate tensile strength
and the yield strength up to 300 and 260 MPa, respectively, for
regime 2 (Tab. 1).
The high level of strength in case of regime 2 can apparently be
explained by a more dispersed structure and also by the existence of
deformation twins in the structure.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of WE43 alloy in the initial state
and after ECAP treatment
Treatment
UTS, MPa
YS, MPa
EL, %
Initial state
220
150
10.5
ECAP Regime 1
250
180
7.0
ECAP Regime 2
300
260
13.2
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Fig. 4. Results of weight loss (a) and hydrogen evolution (b) tests
at room temperature and 37 °C.
Table 3. Results of weight loss and hydrogen evolution tests of the
WE43 alloy in the initial state and after ECAP treatment
25 °C
37 °C
Treatment
WL,
HE,
WL,
HE,
Initial
state
ECAP
Regime 1
ECAP
Regime 2

mg/cm2*day

ml/cm2*day

mg/cm2*day

ml/cm2*day

0.93±0.20

0.87±0.21

1.09±0.24

1.34±0.26

0.40±0.17

0.38±0.04

0.56±0.09

0.60±0.04

0.52±0.09

0.37±0.16

0.87±0.08

0.95±0.07

The increase in corrosion resistance after deformation is apparently
associated with a decrease in grain size caused by ECAP. The grain
refinement affects the surface roughness parameters, which, in turn,
affect the rate of degradation of the alloy.

4. Conclusions
1. ECAP leads to a significant refinement of the structure of the
magnesium WE43 alloy. During the deformation process an UFG
structure is formed with an average grain size of 0.69 - 1 μm, as
well as Mg12Nd phase particles with an average size of
0.41 – 0.45 μm.
2. The grain refinement during ECAP results in increasing of the
ultimate tensile strength of WE43 alloy up to 300 MPa while the
ductility increases up to 13.2%.
3. ECAP does not impair the resistance to electrochemical
corrosion.
4. The corrosion rate, measured by the weight loss and hydrogen
evolution methods, is reduced for both deformation regimes for
tests both at room temperature and at 37 °C.
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Abstract: Electrolytic etching of aluminium using Barker’s solution reveals the grain structure due to the resulting differences in the grey
scale contrast for each individual grain. In this study, a correlation between grey scale grain contrast and texture properties is observed,
using the techniques of Optical Microscopy and EBSD, therefore promoting Barker’s etch as a convenient method of producing an initial
estimation of the attained texture properties of extruded profiles.
Keywords: ALUMINUM 6xxx SERIES, MICROSTRUCTURE, CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, OPTICAL MICROSCOPY, EBSD

1 Introduction
c

The microstructure of 6xxx series extruded profiles has been
extensively studied with optical and electron microscopy. A
thorough study is needed as the microstructure is directly related
with the mechanical properties of the final product. Barker’s etch is
the most common practice for revealing the grain structure, but
differences in etching response may be observed in different
samples. In our study texture analysis of several profiles is
presented following grain structure examination. This offers useful
information regarding formability properties of the manufactured
parts and, therefore, unveils the crashworthiness. The occurrence of
high contrast grains on the surface zones is also examined.

//

2. Experimental Procedure
Optical microscopy examination was performed on longitudinal and
transverse sections in 6063 alloy hollow profiles in various crosssections. Grain structure was revealed after Barker’s electrolytic
etch. The optical, gray scale contrast of the grains was quantified
using image analysis software by measuring the very bright and
dark colour grains. For electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
analysis the samples were electrolytically polished using Struers
LectroPol-5 solution. Analysis was performed with an EDAX
Hikari XP high-speed camera (rolling direction coincided with TD
and normal direction with ND coordinates for longitudinal sections)
[1], [2]. Calculation of recrystallization percentage was performed
according to reference [3] based on grain orientation spread (GOS)
criterion – which requires a value of GOS<2o for fully recrystallized
grains.

d

//

3. Results
The microstructure of four samples was examined and results
regarding the percentage of the area covered by Al grains with high
grey scale contrast after Barker’s etch ranged between 8.9% and
25.9%. In the sample with the lowest value (sample 1) a separate

a

b

e

┴

//

//

Figure 1: Optical micrographs from longitudinal and transverse sections
of extruded profiles showing the obtained grain structure with a different
grey scale contrast, Barker’s electrolytic etch. (a) Sample 1 surface layer,
(b) sample 1 mid-thickness, (c) sample 2 mid-thickness, (d) sample 3 and (e)
sample 4 mid-thickness.
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measurement including only the surface layer was performed,
where the highest value of contrast was found (26.5%, see Table 1).
Typical optical micrographs of the samples are given in Figure 1.
EBSD mapping from mid-thickness areas revealed that the large
majority of the equiaxed, recrystallized grains were oriented in all
samples with the [001] crystal direction parallel to the sheet normal
(note the reddish colour in the IPF maps). Quantification of these
grains ranged from 7% to 28%, indicating a not very clear tendency
of [001] crystal direction being respective to the calculations of
contrast measurements. A lot clearer ratio was anticipated for the
percentage of recrystallization calculated by the GOS 2o criterion
and the percentage contrast of the same areas, with recrystallization
values ranging between 82% and 100%. In the case of sample 4,
which was observed transverse to ex trusion direction, the highest
relative intensity was found for directions [5 2 20] while a high
intensity for [737] was also found (corresponding to light blue color
grains).

a

b

//

d

//
┴

e

//

Figure 2: EBSD IPF maps showing the grain orientation of (a) Sample 1
surface layer, (b) sample 1 mid-thickness, (c) sample 2 mid-thickness, (d)
sample 3 mid-thickness and (e) sample 4 mid-thickness.

c

//
Table 1: Percentage of the grains with high optical contrast, the
percentage of grains in which the [001] direction is normal to the maps
plane and the percentage of recrystallized grains, in each examined area

Sample

1 (surface layer)
1 (mid-thickness)
2 (mid-thickness)
3 (mid-thickness)
4 (mid-thickness)

% area
covered by
grains with
high grey
scale
contrast
20.3
8.9
21.1
14.8
26.0

Prevailing
crystal
direction

[0 0 1]
[0 0 1]
[0 0 1]
[5 2 20]
[0 0 1]

% area
with
[001] // to
sheet
normal
16
14
28
7
27

ReX
(%)

100
82
90
90
92

4. Discussion & Conclusion
Electrolytic etching of aluminium using Barker’s solution is a
suitable method for revealing grain structure due to the resulting
differences in the grey scale contrast for each individual grain.
From the above findings, it is assumed that this contrast could be
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directly related to the recrystallization percentage. Examination of a
transverse section revealed that it is not safe to consider a direct
relation between the % contrast obtained from Barker’s etch and the
% of area covered by grains with the [001] direction aligned with
the plane normal. Besides there seems to be also no correlation with
grain size or morphology.
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Extrusion conditions result in the occurrence of surface layers in the
profiles with a higher recrystallization %, which is accompanied by
additional high intensity of crystal orientations other than the
common [001], such as the observed [101] and [112] in the case of
sample 1.
Barker’s etch is therefore convenient as an initial estimation of the
attained texture properties of the extruded profiles, information
which is needed by automotive industries for the evaluation of
formability.
As a conclusion, response of a metallographic specimen to Barker’s
etch will depend other than the alloy, etching and sample
preparation conditions, on the resulting texture. This is the reason
why in the same specimen it is very common from the etch to
produce a different image near the surfaces and in mid-thickness
locations.
Additional tests are currently carried out in order to reach safer
conclusions on this behavior including also an examination of the
metallurgical condition and the chemical composition.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SULFONE-T FIBER CONTENT ON TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF ORGANOPLASTICS BASED ON AROMATIC POLYAMIDE
ВЛИЯНИЕ СОДЕРЖАНИЯ ВОЛОКНА СУЛЬФОН-Т НА ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЕ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ
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Abstract: In this paper, the possibility of creating new structural organoplastics based on aromatic polyamide of phenylone, fiberreinforced sulfone-T, is considered. Analysis of the results of physical and mechanical properties showed that, on the one hand, the
introduction of an organic fiber into the polymer matrix leads to an increase in hardness, modulus of elasticity, and Poisson's ratio of 1.7;
1.9 and 1.3 times, respectively, on the other hand, there is an insignificant increase in the relative strain and yield stress at compression in
the range of 10%, which is due to the presence of micropores formed at the polymer-fiber interface in the structure of organoplastics with
the introduction of fiber filler over 15 wt.%. An increase in wear resistance of 1.6 times was observed, while a reduction in the coefficient of
friction by 60%, compared with pure phenylone. Positive results of the research made it possible to switch to industrial ones - replacement
of roller bearings of pins on sliding bearings made of polymeric composite material, which led to an increase of 3-4 times the working life as
compared to serial ones.
KEYWORDS: AROMATIC POLYAMIDE, ORGANIC FIBERS, ORGANOPLASTICS, STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS,
TRIBOTECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Introduction

4. Methods and subjects of investigation

Today, the world industry of plastics has moved far ahead. Polymer
products are widely used in various industries. According to
PlasticsEurope data for 2014, the world produced about 311
million tons of polymer products (including thermoplastics,
polyurethanes, thermoreactive polymers, adhesives and sealants, as
well as polymer coatings and seals). Europe accounted for about 59
million tons of this "pie" (19%). This result allows Europe to take
the second place in terms of production of plastic products in the
world. In Europe itself, leading manufacturers in the production of
polymer products are industrial leaders: Germany, Italy, France,
Great Britain and Spain. They account for about 75% of all the
plastic produced in Europe [1].
It is doubtful that the automobile and engine manufacture
could find the economic (and other) incentive necessary to develop
alternatively fuelled products strictly on their own volition.

Phenylone aromatic polyamide C-1 (TS 6-05-221-101-71) was used
as a binder; this represents finely divided pink powder with a bulk
density of 0.2 - 0.3 g / cm3 and a specific viscosity of 0.5 % in
dimethylformamide solution with 5 % of lithium chloride not less
than 0.75, characterized by the following properties: density of
1.35 g / cm 3, toughness of 20 kJ / m2, hardness of 18 HRB, the
tensile breaking stress of 100 MPa. Phenylone is reinforced by
thermostable organic fibers sulfone-T with the following
characteristics: the length of a no. 8–9 fiber is 3 mm, the strength is
240– 270 mN/tex, elongation at breakage is 17–21%, and the twist
is 120–140 tpm.
Press-composition of the compound: phenylone +5-20 mass % of
organic fibers was prepared by mixing the components in a rotating
electromagnetic field in the presence of ferromagnetic particles. The
tablets were charged in a mold preheated to 523 K, heated to 593598 K and maintained at this temperature for 10 min, 10 min
without pressure and under pressure of 30 MPa. To fix the shape of
a product, the goods were cooled under pressure to a temperature of
523 K and pushed out of the mold later.
Brinell hardness was measured by indentation under a given load on
the hardness tester BTSHPSP GOST 46-70-77 and specific
toughness, which is a dynamic test of polymers, a single blow
bending according to GOST 4647-69. Compressive yield point was
determined on a test machine with the mechanical loading of the
sample and mechanical force measure, Universal servo test machine
UIT STM (GOST 4651-2014). The investigation of tribological
properties in the frictionless mode was carried out at room
temperature on a friction disk machine. The wear of the sample was
evaluated according to the disk scheme (steel 45, HRC 50, Ra 0.08)
- a composite finger (Ø 10, 10 mm high) at a specific load of 0.41.0 MPa, sliding speed of 1 m / sec, friction paths of 1000 m. The
wear of the samples was determined on analytical scales VLR-200
with an accuracy of 0.0002 g. The microstructure of the samples
after the tests was examined with an optical microscope Biolam-M
at an increase of 200 times.

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the
problem
Mechanical engineering today is experiencing an upsurge, and as a
result, there is a growing need for new polymer products used both
in the automotive industry and for domestic use. This direction
takes 18% of the world consumption of polymers, yielding to
building polymers by only 4% [2]. The increase in the service life
of the structures largely depends on the reliability of the moving
joints, which are subject to high loads, high speeds and
temperatures. Therefore, there is a need to create new materials that
could meet such requirements. Among the existing polymer
composite materials (PCM), organoplastics, also called
multifunctional materials, are of particular interest. They differ
from the typical representatives of PCM by the polymeric nature of
both components - matrices and fibers, characterized by high
strength, low density and thermophysical characteristics [3]. They
are widely used for the manufacture of products for various
purposes: structural, electrical and radio engineering, heat
insulation and others.

5. The results and their discussion

3. Solution of the examined problem

The most complete use of the strength of reinforcing fibers in
organoplastics is achieved when, along with high adhesion and
wetting power, the binder possesses a set of properties that allows
for joint work of the fibers during deformation and the greatest
monolithic nature of the system [4], i.e. uniform distribution of
organic fiber within the binder. Investigation of the microstructure

The purpose of this work was the development and investigation of
the performance characteristics of new polymer composite
materials based on aromatic polyamide phenylone, reinforced with
organic fiber sulfone-T.
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of the obtained samples showed that the chosen method of mixing
and pressing the compositions with a content of 5-20 wt. % of
sulfone-T fiber in the polymer matrix of phenylone provides an
ideal distribution of reinforcing fibers (Figure 1).
Analysis of the results of physical and mechanical properties
showed that, on the one hand, the introduction of an organic fiber
into the polymer matrix leads to an increase in hardness, modulus of

elasticity, and Poisson's ratio of 1.7; 1.9 and 1.3 times, respectively;
on the other hand, there is an insignificant increase in the relative
strain and yield stress at compression around 10%, which is due to
the presence of micropores formed at the polymer-fiber interface in
the structure of organoplastics and the lack of the uniformity of the
filler distribution at the introduction of organic fiber more than 15
wt. % (Figure 2).

а

b

c

d

Fig.1. Electronic microphotographs of the starting polymer (a) and organoplastics based on it, containing 5 (a); 10 (b); 15 (c)
20 (d) wt% of the fiber

Fig.2. The influence of the sulfone-T fiber content on the strength characteristics of organoplastics based on it, where:
E, MPa - modulus of elasticity or Young's modulus; ε,% - elongation at compression; σ, MPa - Compressive yield strength; υ - Poisson's
ratio; a, kJ / m2 - toughness; HRB - Brinell hardness
.
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Along with the induced applied load, the destruction of brittle
particles, the development of fracture along the interface between
the matrix and the fiber contributes to the formation of microcracks
or pores in the test samples. They are mainly formed in connection
with the reorientation of the polymer molecules, and grow in a
plane normal to the stress application axis. As the stress level
increases, the pores grow more and finally coalesce to form a wide
crack front [5], which reaches critical dimensions, accompanied by
complete destruction for pure phenylone samples and samples with

a high degree of fiber filling with sulfon-T (15-20 wt. %) (Figures
3a, d, e).
The investigation of tribotechnical characteristics under conditions
of dry friction at varying pressure values from 0.4 to 1.0 MPa
allowed to establish that the optimum fiber concentration in the
polymer matrix is 10 wt. %, over the entire range of loads studied.
Compared with pure phenylone, an increase in wear resistance of
1.6 times was observed, with a simultaneous decrease in the
coefficient of friction by 60% (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Nature of destruction of samples of phenylone (a) and organoplastic based on it, containing 5 (b); 10 (c); 15 (d) 20 (e) wt. % Fiber
after compression test
As for the microanalysis of the tribosurface, as a result of abrasion
of the phenylone over ground steel under conditions of room
temperature, a surface with apparent gouging paths is formed (Fig.
5a). Organoplastics are characterized by a pseudoelastic mechanism
of abrasion [6]. This is testified to by shots of the microstructure of
organoplastics surface (with a content of 10 wt% fiber), which

becomes specular, traces of the tracks from the introduction of
roughness of the metal counterweave are hardly visible, fiber
breakage from the surface was practically not observed (Figure 5b),
which characterizes the strong adhesion bonds of components in
organoplastics.

а

b

Fig. 4. Dependence of the coefficient of friction (a) and wear intensity (b) of phenylone and organoplastics on its basis
on the influence of the load and the content of sulfone-T fiber in the polymer matrix

a

b

Fig. 5. Microstructure of the friction surface of phenylone (a) and organoplastics (b), with an increase of ×200
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Based on the positive results of laboratory studies, the replacement
of the roller bearing of pins No. 6-7409a, mounted on the cradle of
the axial-plunger pump NP-90, the sliding bearings made of
organoplastic based on aromatic polyamide phenylone reinforced
with discrete chemical fiber sulfone-T was proposed. The
experimental bearing includes an outer steel ring (Figures 6, 3) and
an inner conical ring (Figure 6, 2) made of organoplastic. The cone
of conjugated surfaces is 200 ± 5 '. The outer steel rings of the

bearings are pressed into the mounting holes of the tube, while the
inner ones, made of organoplastics, are pressed onto the journal
(Fig. 6, 1), which is installed in the pump housing holes [7].
This replacement leads to an increase in the working resource by 3 4 times in comparison with the serial ones, which makes it possible
to recommend details from organoplastics for use in hydrostatic
transmissions of GST-90 (112) in pumps NP-90.

Fig. 6. General view of roller bearings of pins No. 6-7409a mounted on the cradle of the axial-plunger pump NP-90, where 1 - the
outer steel ring; 2 - internal conical ring of organoplastics; 3 - outer steel ring

6. Conclusion
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Thus, during the research of new polymer composite materials,
it has been established that the reinforcement of aromatic
polyamide phenylone with an organic discrete sulfone-T fiber
leads to an increase in its strength characteristics, namely
hardness, elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio by 1.7; 1.9 and
1.3 times, respectively; a significant increase in wear resistance
(by 1.6 times) and a decrease in the coefficient of friction (by
60%). Experimental details from organoplastics were tested as
an internal conical ring instead of a roller bearing of pins No.
6-7409a mounted on the cradle of the axial-plunger pump NP90, which led to an increase in the working life.
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Abstract:
In this research work were analyzed the reasons for fracture of pin machined from 42CrMo44 steel. One pine build in TBU (Tread Brake
Unit) of railway wagon breaking system was broken in exploratory condition. Reclamation from purchaser was sent to the producer
concerning occurred fracture of pin. Producer sent request to the team of the Faculty of Technology and Metallurgy to perform
investigations and to determine the reason of fracture (failure analysis). It was decided to perform the following investigations: visual
inspection, determination of chemical composition, hardness measurement, metallographic investigations which include analysis of
microstructure and quantitate determination of nonmetallic inclusions. For comparison of results, raw material for pin production i.e. solid
bars φ50, and new none used bar from the same steel was investigated too.
Performed investigations showed that the main reason for the fracture of pin is the quality of the raw material more concretely segregation
of chemical elements and increased concentration of nonmetallic inclusions.
KEYWORDS: 42CrMo4 steel, Metallography, Non metallic inclusions, Microstructure, segregation, quenching and tempering Q&T

Table 1 Chemical composition of the investigated parts
Element Raw
Broken New
42CrMo4
material pin
pin
(standard)
C
0.39
0.38
0.408
0.38-0.45
Si
0.25
0,29
0.296
0.4
Mn
0.73
0.79
0.798
0.6-09
S
0.026
0.027
0.0311 0.035
P
0.011
0.010
0.01
0.025
Cr
1.09
0.95
0.94
0.9-1.2
Mo
0.2
0.19
0.209
0.15-0.30
Ni
0.16
0.18
Cu
0.0.19
0.20
0.18
Ca
0.026
0.024

1. Introduction
Investigated material (steel) has designation 42CrMo44 according
EN10083-2. Material number is W.NR 1.7225. It is low allowed CrMo steel [1-4]. Main application of this steel is in quenched and
tempered (Q&T) or annealed condition. In such condition it
characterizes with very good machinability [5-8]. Molybdenum
additions improve temper brittleness. It belongs to the group of
steels intended for surface hardening. According chemical
compositions it is low alloyed steel [9-11].
42CrMo4 steel is multipurpose material. Its main application is
automotive industry, transportation and mechanical engineering. It
is mainly used for production of parts which possess very good
impact toughness, wear resistance and fatigue. It is ultrahigh
strength steel and in the same time enables production of high
stressed components. The most often produced components are
crankshafts, gears and similar parts [12,13].
As was formerly said 42CrMo44 steel is used for production of very
responsible parts which are used in different industrial sectors. One
of them is railway sector. Because of that properties of raw material
must be keeping at very high level as prescribed with appropriate
standard. So fracture which appeared of the pin was analyzed very
in this research work,

2.2 Visual inspection
Visual inspection of the broken pin surface was performed by naked
eye and and lens. It was that there is large white area i.e. area of
segregation where fracture of pin start (Figure 2).

2. Material and investigation
Fractured pin is machined from the solid bar (φ50) of 42CrMo44
steel in quenched and tempered condition Q&T. For comparison the
results of investigation, besides broken pin, raw material and one
new unused pin was investigated. Both pins are produced from the
same raw material (Figure 1(a and b).

a

a
b
Figure 2 (a and b) fractured pin b broken surface of pin
2.3 Hardness measurement
Hardness measurement was performed on metallographic
specimens (Figure 3). Rockwell method was implemented (HRc),
and AVERY hardness tester was used to perform measurement.

b

Figure 1(a and) b a.) Raw material b. new, unused pin
2.1 Determination of chemical composition
Chemical composition of the raw material, broken pin and unused
pin is given in the table 1. Obtained values are compared with the
values prescribed by appropriate standard DIN EN 10083-1 [].
Spectrometer type Spectro was used for determination chemical
composition.

a
b
Figure 3 Hardness value of fractured and new pin
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2.4 Metallographic investigations
Metallographic preparation of specimens consists of mechanical
grinding on abrasive papers with different granulation of particles.
After that specimens were polished using Al2O3 suspension.
Polished specimens were used for analysis of nonmetallic inclusions
using magnification x100. Finally, specimens were chemically
etched with Nital and Villela reagents for revealing microstructure
of the parts. For metallographic investigation was used optical
microscope MEIJI Techno. The microscope is equipped with
softver for qualitative and quantitative analysis of nonmetallic
inclusions VideoTestMetal 1.2. Microstructures of the raw material,
fractured and unused pin are presented in the figure 4 (a-c).

a

c

d

Figure 6(a-d) Nonmetallic inclusions a and b raw material, c
fractured pin, d new pin

b

Figure 7 JK comparison chart for determination of nonmetallic
inclusions

c
Figure 4 (a-c) Microstructure of investigated parts
a. raw material b. fractured pin c. new pin
In the figure 5 (a-b) is given microstructure of raw material (Villela)
and fractured pin (Nital). Traces of segregation in specimens and
nonmetallic inclusion can be clearly seen.

a
b
Figure 5 (a-b) Microstructure of raw material and fractured pin

a

Non metalic inclusions present in the investigated parts are given in
figure 6 (a-c).
Quantitive analysis of nonmetallic inclusions was performed using
comparative chart JK skale (Figure 7) [14] and automatic analysis
softver. This softver is based on ISO 4967 standard [15]. Results of
automatic analysis in table 2 and figure 8. Extremely inclusion
presented in the fractured pin is givenin the figure 9.

a

b

b

Figure 8 Automatic analysis of nonmetallic inclusions - type and
size
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Table 2 Results of automatic analysis of nonmetallic inclusions
A

Ae

B

Be

C

Ce

D

De

DS

DSs

2.5

4

3

1.5

2

1

1.5

2

2

0.5

2

3

3.5

2.5

3

2.5

3

0.5

1

0.5e

2
2.5

2.5

1 Raw material, 2 New pin, 3 Fractured pin
Figure 8 Automatic analyses of nonmetallic inclusions

Extremely non metslic invludiond

1.
2.

3 Discussion
General conclusion from the performed investigation is that
chemical composition of the investigated part is in accordance with
standard requirement. Microstructure of all parts is tempered
martensite. It is confirmed by hardness measurement. Visual
inspection showed that there is area of segregation in the fractured
surface. Analysis of nonmetallic inclusions confirmed that steel bar
for production of pin is very unclean concerning presence of
nonmetallic inclusions Inclusions are mainly concentrated in the
core of the bar and propagate parallel with longitudinal axe of the
pin Some of the inclusions like sulfides are elongated while oxides
are mainly globular but all of them propagate parallel with the
rolling direction. As was previously mentioned 42CrMo steel is
used for production of very responsible parts subjected to different
types of stresses. So presence of inclusions could cause fracture of
the parts. Because of that, it is prescribed in standard 10083-1 that
presence of nonmetallic inclusion should result of special contract
between producer and purchaser.

4 Conclusions
Performed investigation clearly showed that chemical composition,
microstructure and hardness are in accordance with standard
requirement. As was shown by microstructural investigations the
main reason for the fracture of pin is segregation of chemical
elements like sculpture, carbon and manganese.
3.
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STRUCTURAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF Mn DOPED ZnO COMPOSITE
NANOPOWDERS SYNTHESİZED VIA SPRAY DRYING AND SUBSEQUENT
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
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Abstract: In this study, Mn doped ZnO nanopowders have been synthesized via spray drying and subsequent thermal decomposition
process. Zinc acetate and manganese (II) acetate in powder forms were selected as starting material for this study and different levels of
doping between 0.01 - 0.05 M were performed prior to spray drying. Slurries were spray dryed under optimum conditions. The synthesis of
Mn doped ZnO nanopowders were completed by thermal decomposition at different temperatures. The synthesized samples were
characterized by a variety of characterization techniques. The XRD results of Mn doped ZnO nanopowders showed having a single ZnO
phase with a hexagonal structure. With increasing Mn dopant concentrations, specific surface area values increased and particle sizes
decreased. It was observed changes in the morphologies of the nanoparticles with by doping Mn. Also, the UV-vis study showed that Mn
dopant affected optical properties of ZnO nanopowders.
Keywords: Mn, ZnO, NANOPOWDER, SPRAY DRYING, THERMAL DECOMPOSITION.
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EFFECT OF AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE DIFFERENCE AND BINDER ON THE
COMPACTION BEHAVIOUR OF BI-MODAL IRON POWDERS
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In this study atomised Fe powder was selected as starting material and sieved in order to obtain different particle size fractions. Finer fraction
added to other fractions to obtain bimodal mixtures. As binder zinc stearate was used in powder form. Compaction behaviour of bi-modal
powder mixtures having different amount of finer fraction was studied both in the absence and presence of binder. During compaction single
action press and hardened steel die set was used and cylindrical shaped compacts were pressed via upper punch progress at room
temperature. During characterization calculated green densities and compaction profiles were analyzed for the comparison.
Keywords: Powder Metallurgy, Compactability, Atomized Fe Powders, Bimodal powders
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